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Here Comes the Judge...
in Las Vegas Family Court
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
What makes a good judge? Is it
the one who raises the most money?
Is it the one who has Dave Thomas
as a campaign manager? Is it the
candidate who has been an attorney
longest?
There are two races in District
Court, two Family Division races
that are significant and that we want
to focus on for the purpose of informing the public about the best
candidates in Family Division of
the Eighth District Court.
Family Court is a very controversial and problematic part of the
judicial system in Nevada and it is
important that the public get to
know the other side of who to vote
for and why, in order to not be
fooled by the personal interests of

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

Like James Brown says in his
song, “It is a man’s world,” but
without a woman we are nothing;
and as someone else has said, behind every successful man there is
always a woman — this newspaper is blessed with a few women to
whom we owe part of our own success.
Parker, Natasha, Alexandra,
Maramis and Perly, all females, and
a major part of our weekly victory
to put out a first-class publication
with opinions and investigative reporting equal to none. And we can
even add in Victoria and Melody as
part-time, sometime contributors to
our efforts.
But this week I would like to put
the emphasis on one of them,
Maramis Choufani, our managing
editor, who every week goes beyond her line of duty working handin-hand with the production department until this newspaper is put to
bed as a final product.
Maramis, The Friend of the Universe, as our friend Bob Beckett has
always called her during their onthe-air chat, is celebrating her birthday today (Wednesday, October 15)
and I would like to join all her
friends in wishing her a happy birthday and many more to come.
Last Friday a group of friends
gathered in her office to share
Happy Birthday wishes for her upcoming day because she is off on
Wednesdays. They all wanted to
show Maramis their friendship, and
I joined them in singing the Happy
Birthday song to her better than
James Brown ever did!
And now back to reality, and I
may not be the best person to talk
about the issue of same-sex marriage because I don’t believe in the
marriage vows regardless of
whether it’s same sex, different sex,
or no sex at all; I believe that marriage is only a piece of paper to fulfill the ego of society.
Marriage, in my opinion, is
based on respect, trust and loyalty;
without those there is no marriage,
and on that I can comment from experience.
For twelve years I lived with my
girlfriend without a problem; never
cheated on her and always respected her; my neighbor was married by the church, had a civil ceremony with a big fanfare, and his
bride wore white and they shared
those special vows. Yet he cheated
on her every day and was under the
impression that by doing that he
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

Joe Scalia
campaign managers and the materialistic mentally of the daily newspaper.

Jason Stoffel
Dept B — This is an open seat
and it is a shame we are losing a
great judge who is retiring. Here we

have candidates Linda Marquis
(who has very little, if any, family
law experience and might not even
know where the Family Court complex is) and Joe Scalia, who is very
experienced in family law with over
20 years of family law experience.
Ms. Marquis has spent over
$100,000 in this “stepping stone”
race. She has no business running
for this seat since she wants to become a judge to likely seek a different office or perhaps a higher
office. There is no reason she
should run in this particular race
when her experience is in other areas in civil litigation.
Ms. Marquis believes an election

can be bought. That is why she has
retained the services of that bully,
Dave Thomas. It is no surprise she
is getting all of the endorsements
in this race, yet lacking substance.
Why is it relevant to anyone regarding candidates for judicial
races, especially the police endorsements, to ask who the candidate’s
campaign manager is? How is that
relevant? She may have the good
looks in this race based on the signs
on the side of the road, but that does
not make her qualified to serve
Clark County as a District Court
judge. Clark County can do better
and fortunately there is a better
(See Family Court, Page 6)

School District claims found to
be false and misleading, again
By Ken Small
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
The public is unaware that by
voting for more teachers it will be
forcing itself to spend billions for
more schools in the next election.
Will voters elect to create a margins
tax if they know that they will soon
be forced to provide billions for
more schools? When voting for
raising taxes, the credibility of the
public entity to be funded is the first
thing that voters should think of.
Part of the pattern of the Clark
County School District’s (CCSD)
constant attempts to get taxes raised
is a steady flow of press releases
sent out to reporters for the purpose
of bolstering its case. Typically the
Las Vegas liberal press parrots the
release, verbatim, without any research. Often what is not said is
more important than what is said.
(See CCSD, Page 11)

Metro discriminates against
a legit licensed newspaper
By Natasha Minsky
Las Vegas Tribune
During all the years of Sheriff
Douglas Gillespie’s dictatorial regime, the Las Vegas Tribune has
been accusing the Gillespie regime
of discrimination and of denying
the newspaper the right to cover the
news as any other publication licensed in Clark County, ever since
the newspaper refused to endorse
him in all his elections and refused
to give him the same kind of fourpage spread that was donated to
former Sheriff Bill Young, before
he decided not to run for a second
term.
Many people are of the opinion
that this is all part of the conspiracy
theory mentally of the newspaper’s
owner, who made the decision not
to endorse Gillespie after a 30minute meeting between the two
men.
The sheriff has never denied or
admitted the truth of that situation

regarding the Las Vegas Tribune
founder’s accusations — and despite a “courteous” hello when the
two run into each other in an elevator at county commission meetings
or any other public event, the friction between the sheriff and the

newsman is obvious.
The Las Vegas Tribune’s publisher believes the newspaper has
enough sources within the department that it doesn’t need the Public
Relations office of the sheriff to tell
the newspaper what to write.

By Alexandra Cohen
Las Vegas Tribune
The comment expressed by Secretary of State and candidate for
Attorney General, Ross Miller, during a debate last Friday by calling
his opponent, Adam Laxalt, unqualified and a “paper-pusher,” was
not only offensive to his opponent
but to the many Nevada residents.
Adam Laxalt, a graduate of
Georgetown University and
Georgetown University Law
(See Laxalt, Page 8)

Ross Miller

On the few occasions that the
newspaper had to ask for certain information from the office of public
information that serves as a public
relations office for the sheriff, the
person answering the phone always
(See Discrimation, Page 10)

Ross Miller’s shameless and offensive
attack on Adam Laxalt was unnecessary

Adam Laxalt

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

LVMPD sets the standard for betrayal of the law
By Gordon Martines
The Honor Code for police officers, set decades ago, whereby
police officers swear never to lie,
cheat, steal or put up with anyone
doing it, appears to have gone to the
wayside and is nothing more than
an old tradition to make fun of and
to ridicule anyone for following it.

The same goes for being promoted up the ranks and sustaining
that promotion, whereby individuals must demonstrate their willingness to lie, cheat, steal, drink the
“kool-aid,” bend over, and backstab
their fellow employees, at the immediate behest of their superior officers, or else become targeted for

career assassination and unlawful
termination.
There has always been a certain
small degree of individuals that fit
into this category, but in this day
and age, that number has greatly increased, and it is probably a waste
of time to try to discern if any honorable supervisors are left. It has not

always been this way, but unfortunately it is definitely that way now.
In comparison, the Federal government, which has been infected
with elements of the Muslim Brotherhood, the LVMPD Police Administration has been infected with elements of Organized Crime.
(See From the Desk, Page 6)
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In The Heart of America: The “MISSING”
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Gillette, Wyoming — a small
town in Wyoming where everyone
as a community looks out for one
another, and helps neighbors in
times of need. The community is
now at a loss wondering, along with
the parents, where the two teens,
Alicia Jones and Colton Mefford,
have disappeared to. Families, religious communities, and businesses
are helping to get the word out that
these teens are missing.
Law Enforcement receives a call
from a parent. Their teen is missing.
Then the second call comes regarding the other teen just days
later. We now have two teens missing from Gillette. Friends and family are now dealing with not knowing where Colton and Alicia are.
Are they safe?
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Their child is missing. A harsh
truth for any parent. We Help The
Missing, a pending non-profit
501©3 organization that assists
families and law enforcement in
searching for missing family members, was notified.
First one case, then the other as
parents gave permission for the
organization to begin searching for
the two. Tips come in daily and are
verified by the private investigators who volunteer with WHTM:
Dave Wolfskill and Amanda
Waldron, local Wyoming residents.

A tip the teens are with another individual has not been confirmed to
this date.
Both teens’ parents, Tanya and
Jesse Kimbley and Angie and Acie
Mefford, never thought the day
would come that they would need
the community’s and law
enforcement’s help to locate their
children. The feelings a parent of a
missing child have are many. Those
feelings range from hopelessness to
frustration to feeling alone. The feeling that no one is looking for their
children or is seriously taking them
as missing causes them worry that
they may be in danger; it’s a feeling
no parent should have to face.
We Help The Missing works
daily with the parents to alleviate
such feelings. We Help The Missing does not use the term “Runaway,” regardless of whether or not
the individual left on his own. Any
person who is missing is ENDANGERED if they are not in the safety
of their home, with their loved ones.
In many states, it is against the law
to aid or harbor an underage person
who is not with parents, which
leaves many law enforcement agen-

cies the option of pressing charges
against those who may be aiding or
hiding a missing teen.
We Help The Missing and law
enforcement, along with the families of Alicia and Colton, are asking for media coverage outside of
Wyoming to ensure the safe return
of those children.
If anyone has any information
regarding the location of Alicia and
Colton, you are asked to immediately contact Gillette Police Department (307) 682-5155 or Private Investigators Dave Wolfskill (307)
467-5915 or Amanda Waldron
(307) 797-0363 or WE HELP THE
MISSING TIPLINE at (866) 6604025. The families are asking for
your assistance in locating the teens
and appreciate the many thoughts
and prayers for the safe return of
their children.
The danger of child trafficking,
among other dangers, exists. The
dangers are very real and most teens
do not realize how serious this
could be. We are asking you to
please share this information. The
parents now ask where their child
is and ask for your help. Below are

messages to Colton and Alicia from
their parents.
Alicia Jones and Colton
Mefford: “If you are reading this,
your parents would like you to know
that they LOVE you and you both
are missed dearly. Please call no
matter what to let them know that
you are safe. Anything can be
worked out just let us know that you
both are safe!”
Alicia Jones, age 15, was last
seen on September 18, 2014 in
Gillette, Wyoming. She has brown
hair, hazel eyes, is 5’4” tall and
weighs 120 lbs. Colton Mefford,
age 15, was last seen on September
20, 2014 in Gillette, Wyoming. He
has medium brown hair, hazel/
brown eyes, is 5’10” tall and weighs
170 lbs. If you have any information regarding the whereabouts of
Colton or Alicia, please contact the
Gillette Police Department at (307)
682-5155 or Private Investigator
Dave Wolfskill at (307) 467-5915
or Private Investigator Amanda
Waldron at (307) 797-0363 or WE
HELP THE MISSING — TIP
LINE (866) 660-4025. All tips will
be confidential. Thank you.

gardless of their same sex or not;
then, they can take the consequences
when they don’t get along and a divorce comes to light.
Heterosexual people get married
and they get divorced all the time;
why should same sex marriage be
any different?
Please understand that I am not
criticizing same sex marriage. I am
indeed criticizing the big fanfare the
government is making out of something that was coming anyway.
I am saying that if the government is looking at same-sex marriage as some kind of revenue for
the state, they are merely ahead of
the attorneys sitting at the door of
the courthouse waiting for the euphoria of the marriage to slow down
so it will be their time to enjoy the

revenue that will come from the divorce cases, the child custody cases,
and any other “benefits” the attorneys can find to benefit their bank
accounts.
I think that it’s time that we
wised up and realized all the games
those ruling our lives play to make
themselves look better in the eyes
of others and pretend to be doing
the job they are supposed to be doing for their constituents.
Diverting the attention of the
public to a less important issue is
the best the government can do to
keep the public entertained from
important issues and making them
look like they are doing their job.
I am willing to bet that the majority of people couldn’t care less
if thirty people or a hundred people

obtained a same-sex marriage license, but the county keeps track
of those licenses as a reminder that
“the county is doing the right thing
for the people of Nevada” by obeying the ruling of the Supreme Court.
However, I wish all those newlyweds good luck, much happiness,
and the best wishes on behalf of
myself and the Las Vegas Tribune
staff.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at (702) 699-8111.

My Point of View
(Continued from Page 1)
was more of a man that anyone else
around him, myself included.
But that is not what I am referring to in this column; I am referring to the fact that everyone is
making a big deal about same-sex
unions being official now.
The media keeps voicing the
“news” for the county, and the
marriage license bureau keeps
cranking out those press releases
as if there is no tomorrow, so it
must be a slow news day otherwise, despite the fact that our police department keeps killing
people in our streets, and the feds
keep allowing passengers from
Africa to arrive in this country risking exposing our citizens to the
Ebola disease.
What is the big deal about two
people getting married when not
even the day on which American
women were allowed to cast their
first ballots in the presidential election of 1920 caused such a big public outburst?
When Nevada State Senator
David Park came out of the closet
announcing that he was gay, the
news was disseminated as normal
news of the day and no one made
a big deal out of it.
President Barack Obama was
elected as the first black president
in the United States and no one
made a national holiday out of it;
Nancy Pelosi became the first female Speaker of the House and no
one made a big deal out of that.
Two people that have lived together for any amount of time and
want to make it official for any reason should be allowed to do so re-

David A. Rifkin, Executive Vice President

Quote of the Week:

“Never be bullied into silence.
Never allow yourself to be made a
victim. Accept no one’s definition
of your life; define yourself.”
—Harvey Fierstein

Please Note:

Although the Las Vegas Tribune
is open to all and sundry opinions about what we publish, we
wish to inform all those who
choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
for adhering to this policy.

MISSION
STATEMENT

We search for the truth, embrace the truth, and print the truth.
If we inadvertently print something that is not true, we will let
our readers know. We are open to
documented information to shed
light on any issue of concern to
our readers. We are of service to
our community, and it is our intention to serve our community
the best way we can.

RECEIVE A FREE COPY OF THE LAS VEGAS TRIBUNE EVERY WEEK!
To receive a complimentary link to every new issue of the Las Vegas Tribune, please send
an email to circulation@lasvegastribune.com and give us the email address where you
would like your copy sent. We look forward to having you as a subscriber to our publication.
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CITY BEAT

Classic and pop culture costumes
unite for the ultimate Halloween fun

Halloween is always a time for
childhood fun, but this year with
Halloween landing on a Friday,
grown-ups are getting in on the action with nearly half of American
adults planning to don a costume
according to the annual Halloween
Survey released recently by thrift
retailer Savers. The classics are
making a comeback as 30 percent
of adults look to traditional themes
like vampires or witches for costume inspiration, while pop culture
is still a top source of inspiration
with 31 percent getting ideas from
movies, TV shows and celebrities.
Whatever the look, nearly half of
the nation agrees you don’t have to
spend a fortune to put together the
best costume. In fact, 41 percent
typically combine new and gentlyused items for a one-of-a-kind look,
and 35 percent feel thrift stores are
a great place to get costume inspiration.
There is excitement this year
predicting “Best Celebrity Child
Costume” with Prince George, son
of Prince William and Kate
Middleton, beating out Queen
Bey’s Blue Ivy Carter. Halloween
remains a fun day for kids across
the country as 88 percent of parents
report their children dress up for
Halloween, and more than half let
their kids have free reign over their
costume choice. Thirty percent of
parents tend to combine new and
second-hand items to help their
child have a standout look from the
crowd.
Trends for Halloween 2014
Selfie: With the “selfie” bigger
than ever, more than 60 percent of
social media users who dress up
report their social networks will
impact their costume choices. Social media has continued to spark
costume wearers’ creativity — if a
photo is likely to be posted to their
social channels, 35 percent would
be more inclined to create a oneof-a-kind costume. Forty-four percent plan to get inspiration from
their newsfeed, while 34 percent
want to wear something different
every year to avoid posting similar
photos.
Celebrity Costume Watch
With a close eye on Hollywood,
Americans believe Lady Gaga will
take home the award for best Halloween costume this year, followed
by Ellen DeGeneres.
Don’t Get Left in the Cold
This year, Americans think
Disney’s “Frozen” will glide out in
front of “Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles” and “X-Men: Days of the
Future Past” for the top movie costume inspiration.
Halloween Hype
People are getting excited to celebrate; 82 percent of those who usually dress up plan well in advance
— on average, preparing for the big
day two and a half months ahead
of time!
Walkers, Fangs and Swords!
Oh My!
For the fourth consecutive year,
Americans chose “The Walking
Dead” as the TV show that will inspire the most costumes. And if
dressing in a TV-inspired group
costume, respondents are most
likely to choose the regal furs,
swords and wigs from the “Game
of Thrones” cast.
Fun for the Whole Family
Parents love dressing up their
kids and they are also bringing their
“fur babies” into the celebration.
Some costume-crazy pet owners
(22 percent) are willing to pick coordinating costumes for themselves
and their animal pal, while 22 percent take their pet trick-or-treating
and 15 percent enter their pet in a
costume contest.

For Laughs or Looks?
This year, it’s all about fun. More
than two in three prefer a funny or
scary costume over a sexy look. But
on the flip side, nearly half of 1829-year-olds care more about looking good in their costume, versus
27 percent of their 30-plus counterparts.
Deck the Halloween Halls
Christmas isn’t the only holiday
where people like to make a splash
in their neighborhoods. More than
half of Americans — 53 percent —
plan to decorate their house for
Halloween.
Whether shoppers are looking to
stand out from the crowd or they
want to get a good deal, the Savers
family of thrift stores is the ultimate
Halloween destination. The stores
offer the largest selection of both
new and gently-used costumes, accessories and home dÈcor, which
means there’s a costume to match
every budget. Every store has thousands of brand-new, ready-made
looks that can easily be paired with
pre-loved clothing and accessories
that fill the aisles at Savers for a
fraction of their original price. The
possibilities are endless at Savers
and shoppers never know what they
might find.
“Halloween continues to be a
celebration for all ages and this year
will be no exception. Last year with
Halloween falling on a Thursday,
sales grew nearly 10 percent —
with this year’s observance on Friday, we anticipate even higher
growth,” said Ken Alterman, President and CEO of Savers. “Halloween is to thrift stores as Christmas
is to traditional retailers, with new
and seasoned thrifters flocking to
our stores to find their costume solutions at a great value. It’s our busiest time of year.”
Costume Consultants
Because each store is filled with
more than 100,000 new and gentlyused items during Halloween, each
store location has specially trained,
knowledgeable “Costume Consultants” to help people create their perfect costume by combining items in
ways they never thought possible.
To provide further inspiration,
stores will host free “Halloween
Costume Catwalk” fashion shows
at 3 p.m. every Thursday in October. Set to festive Halloweenthemed music, each store’s Costume Consultants will showcase the
season’s most popular costume
looks while providing useful Halloween shopping tips.
Online Inspiration and Fun
Savers is hosting two exciting
Halloween costume contests on social channels and through its Super
Savers Club Card program this
year.
Savers’ Halloween Costume
Photo Contest offers participants
the chance to win $500, $250 or
$100 Savers gift certificates by
sharing photos of their best Halloween costumes on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter. From October 1 to November 3, 2014, fans can
enter to win by uploading photos
of themselves, their families or pets
in their Halloween costumes
through the page’s Facebook tab, by
tweeting photos @SaversVVillage
using #thriftortreat or by using the
same hashtag on their Instagram
photos.
Join the Club for a chance to win
a magical trip to Orlando, FL. All
Super Savers Club Card members
are automatically entered to win a
trip for four to Orlando, plus theme
park passes of their choice. Become
a member at www.savers.com on or
before October 31 for a chance to
win.
*****

City of Las Vegas Cultural
Arts November Calendar
of Events 2014
Ethnic Express International
Folk Dancing (ages 8+)
Wednesdays, 6:30 to 8:45 p.m.
Cost: $4 per person per week at
the door.
Charleston Heights Arts Center,
800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
Have an evening of fun learning
international dance styles, including Arabic, Armenian, Bulgarian,
Chinese,
Greek,
Israeli,
Macedonian, Russian, Serbian and
Turkish folk dances. No need to
bring a partner. Ethnic Express International Folk Dancing is a nonprofit volunteer organization. For
more information, call 702-7324871
or
go
online
to
www.ethnicexpresslasvegas.org.
An Afternoon of OperAntics
(all ages)
Saturday, Nov. 1, 2 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Sammy Davis Jr. Festival Plaza
in Lorenzi Park, 720 Twin Lakes
Drive, 702-229-3514.
Everyone is invited to a special
afternoon at Sammy Davis Jr. Festival Plaza, with a performance
combining the thrill of live music
and theatre with the best tunes from
the world of opera, many sung in
English. Experience the funny side
of opera as Arts Connection presents Las Vegas’ premier contemporary opera company, Sin City
Opera, featuring professional opera
singers. OperAntics is a fun-filled
introduction to the world of opera,
with recognizable musical treats for
the entire family.
Scottish Country Dancing
(ages 13+)
Fridays, 6:30 to 8:45 p.m., Nov.
7, 14, 21
Cost: $5 per person at the door;
$4 for members of Southern Nevada Old Time Contra Dancers.
Charleston Heights Arts Center,
800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
Scottish country dancing celebrates the beautiful ballroom
dance styles of Scotland. Dances
can be joyfully energetic or graceful. From the first chord to the final
bow or curtsey, participants will be
inspired by the driving reels, jigs,
strathspeys or lilting airs. Dancers
should wear comfortable clothes
and soft shoes. Dances are presented by the Southern Nevada Old
Time Contra Dancers, a nonprofit
volunteer organization. For more
information, call 702-656-9513 or
go
online
to
www.lasvegascountrydance.org.
Contra Dance (ages 8+)
Saturday, Nov. 8. Group lesson
6:30 p.m.; dance 7 to 10 p.m.
Admission: $10 adults; $5 mem-

The American Irish Duo
bers, students & military; $3 chil- will be discussed. Meet spirited
dren under 16 & non-dancers; pay book lovers! Fiction or non-fiction,
at the door.
e-reader, paperback or hardcover,
Charleston Heights Arts Center, you’ll read a new book every
800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
month. Come to learn, laugh, share
Dance to a live acoustic band stories and make new friends! Enplaying joyful tunes, driving reels joy guided discussion of selected
and a waltz or two. All dances are titles of modern literature with
taught and called; newcomers and group moderator, Aleida Castro.
families welcome. No need to bring Book titles are subject to change.
a partner. Wear comfortable flat- Call or visit www.artslasvegas.org/
soled shoes and casual clothing. classes/chac.htm for more informaDances are presented by the South- tion.
ern Nevada Old Time Contra Danc- USA Ballroom Dance (ages 13+)
ers, a nonprofit volunteer organizaSaturday, Nov. 15; 7 to 10:30
tion. For more information, call p.m. Dance lesson at 7:30 p.m.
702-656-9513 or go online to
Admission: $10 adults; $5 miliwww.lasvegascountrydance.org.
tary/students ages 13-25. Pay at the
Weaving Art-making Workshop
door.
(inspired by Navajo Rugs)
Charleston Heights Arts Center,
(ages 11+)
800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
Saturdays, Nov. 8 & 15, 12:15
Presented by USA Dance Las
to 2:15 pm. Registration is open Vegas Chapter #4038, a local chapOct. 1 through Nov 8, or until full. ter of the national nonprofit volunteer organization, dedicated to the
Cost: $26
Charleston Heights Arts Center, promotion of ballroom dancing. For
more information, call 702-260800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
or
go
online
to
Celebrating Native American 0772
Heritage Month in this two-day spe- www.usadancelasvegas.org.
The American Irish Duo
cialty workshop, students will creFriday, Nov. 21, noon to 1 p.m.
ate their own cardboard looms,
Free and open to the public.
string them, choose their color patLloyd D. George Federal Courttern and execute a woven yarn
hanging inspired by Navajo rugs. house Jury Assembly Room, 333
Instruction led by Jaqueline Las Vegas Blvd. South.
Featuring the best in Irish and
Eihausen. To register online, visit
www.artslasvegas.org/classes/ Celtic music, The American Irish
Duo play traditional instrumental
register.htm.
Irish music, with passion for the pub
Book Club at Charleston
music of the Irish countryside, with
Heights Arts Center (14+)
Wednesday, Nov. 12, 6 to 7:30 an American twist. Providing a
mixture of jigs, reels, strathspays,
p.m.
Free to join with registration. All and American tunes, they are a
sought-after duo throughout the
levels welcome, teens and adults.
Charleston Heights Arts Center, West.
City Beat is a compilation of
800 S. Brush St., 702-229-6383.
In honor of Native American news and views of our editorial and
Heritage Month, “The Round writing team, along with reader
House,” a political novel by Louise submissions and topics. Readers
Erdrich and winner of the National are invited to suggest a local topic
Book Award for Fiction in 2012, or any other items of interest.
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Contact John at 702-383-1006 or john@watkinsforjudge.com
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Family Court
(Continued from Page 1)
choice on the ballot.
Joe Scalia runs his own family
law firm and has the respect of the
family law community for a reason.
The man is extremely intelligent
and is fluent in Spanish. Family law
attorneys should be scared of perhaps appearing in front of Ms. Marquis, who will learn from the bench
at the litigant’s and the taxpayer’s
expense. She has stated that she
knows family law since she has attended legal education seminars.
That is like saying one can learn to
swim by reading a book. You learn
by doing, and in this race, family
law experience is where it should
be. How can Ms. Marquis be a family court judge when she has never
done a family court trial?
Joe Scalia did a mock divorce
hearing example at the Patriot Day
Debate event held at the Golden
Nugget last month, at which Ms.
Marquis failed to show. This would
have been the perfect chance for
Ms. Marquis to let others know why
she believes she is the better choice.
Mr. Scalia’s intelligence and
confidence is impressive. Mr. Scalia
is the better choice and is passionate about what he does. Joe Scalia
should be the next judge in Department B at Family Court.

Dept S — The Las Vegas Tribune has met Judge Ochoa and he
has lied to us in our face about
whether or not Dave Thomas is his
campaign manager. Why would he
feel the need to lie when we ask an
honest question? In his election filings, it clearly shows he is paying
Policy Communications a/k/a Dave
Thomas, $2,500 per month.
Here is a guy that misses work
to campaign (costing taxpayers
money when a senior judge fills in
to run his court that day while Judge
Ochoa still gets his paycheck), and
lost the Police Officers Association
Union’s endorsement with the
Clark County School District based
on his gender discrimination against
men (he has publicly stated that
men do not get overnight visitation
with their infant children the first
six months of the child’s life and
then only one overnight the next six
months).
Judge Ochoa also has the badge
of the CCSD police union on his
campaign signs when he does not
have the endorsement. How is that
fair to the voters? Isn’t that unethical and why is that tolerated? The
right thing to do would be either to
take the signs down or to cover up
the badge. This is just another example of Judge Ochoa using any

From The Desk
(Continued from Page 1)
Scandal after scandal, lie after
lie, criminal cover-up after criminal cover-up and still this community tolerates and accepts this type
of behavior from our alleged protectors, without even a wink or a
prayer. The question is, what is it
going to take before the people in
this community wake up and smell
the roses?
Open Murder usually generates
a spark of attention even from the
most mundane individual. Well,
here you go: In November of 2007,
LVMPD Officer Kevin Scott Dailey
failed to show up for work at the
Clark County Detention Center.
Dailey’s co-workers wondered
where he was, and they were told
to mind their own business by
LVMPD supervision and not to
concern themselves with Officer
Dailey’s whereabouts and AWOL
status.
LVMPD Correction Officers in
CCDC generated fliers inside the
jail asking for any/all information
regarding the whereabouts of
LVMPD Officer Kevin Scott
Dailey; an inmate came forward
and told officers that Officer Kevin
Dailey was murdered by the Russian Mafia and that Officer Kevin
Dailey’s sister was also prostituting
herself for the Russian Mafia, and
in addition was also dating a
LVMPD Intelligence detective.
This information was met with
animosity by the LVMPD Intelligence section and severe punishment was dealt out to the Correction Officers that generated the Officer Dailey fliers that produced this
very disturbing information. Still,
no formal investigation was underway for the whereabouts of Officer
Kevin Dailey.
Toward the end of November
2007, three weeks after the first report of LVMPD Officer KevinScott
Dailey’s failure to report for duty
at the CCDC, a civilian passerby
spotted Officer Kevin Dailey’s
burned-out personal vehicle in the
desert area near Lake Mead in the
Henderson jurisdiction. Henderson
Police were notified, the vehicle
was impounded, but still no formal
investigation was initiated at to
where Officer Kevin Dailey was.
LVMPD Correction Officers
were outraged that LVMPD or
Henderson Police Department had
not initiated any formal investigation as to the whereabouts or welfare of a LVMPD, fully commissioned on duty Corrections Officer
that had been missing and unaccounted for during that three weeks’
time.
Unbelievably frustrated by the
lack of concern by the LVMPD Administration, co-workers in the jail
formed a voluntary search party,
made up from corrections officers,
family, and friends, to start looking
for evidence and clues to Officer
Kevin Scott Dailey’s whereabouts.
The search party decided to start
looking from the location of where
Officer Dailey’s burned-out vehicle
was found. The search party immediately found Officer Kevin Scott
Dailey’s severed head approximately 300 feet from where his
burned out vehicle was first located
by the citizen passerby.
Henderson Police were immedi-

ately notified, as was LVMPD.
Both police departments responded; but strangely, LVMPD
sent out the Intelligence Section to
respond rather than the Homicide
Section. Intelligence Detectives informed everyone at the scene that
they were now in charge and for
everyone to leave and not discuss
this incident with anyone else.
To date, the only publication of
the death of Officer Kevin Scott
Dailey, dob/6-5-68, is an obituary
entry in the RJ, dated December 5,
2007. No mention of the circumstances, manner of death, cause of
death, or any other information has
been published or documented. Disturbingly, the autopsy report for
Officer Kevin Scott Dailey in the
Clark County Coroners Data Banks
was removed six hours after it was
put in, and allegedly is now unavailable.
I personally have written letters
and sent legal depositions to U. S.
Attorney Daniel Bogden, the Justice Department, the FBI, Senator
Harry Reid, Senator Dean Heller,
the District Attorney’s Office, the
State Attorney Generals Office, the
LVMPD, and others regarding this
incident. To date, no action appears
to have been initiated by anyone,
regarding the beheading murder of
LVMPD Officer Kevin Scott
Dailey.
Justice must prevail, and all
those responsible or complicit in
this egregious act must be held accountable, regardless of how much
power they possess, or how much
money they have, or who they
know, or how rich and powerful
they are. The Rule of Law must be
obeyed and not betrayed.
IN GOD WE TRUST
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He has
been a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against
LVMPD in 2011. Martines now
contributes his opinions and ideas
to the Las Vegas Tribune to keep the
public informed and help improve
policing in Las Vegas. He has also
appeared on the Face the Tribune
radio program several times to
share his plan for a better LVMPD.

means necessary to get re-elected.
This shows his true colors and
should not sit well with members
of the voting public.
Veterans in Politics and the Review-Journal did not endorse him
in 2014 while he is a judge, yet both
endorsed him in 2010 when he was
running for judge. Judge Ochoa was
a personal injury, immigration, and
workman’s compensation attorney
before being elected in 2010. He
has had very limited family law
experience and it appears that
shows. He has been disqualified
from one case involving his opponent based on the “quarrel” he
caused at a Family Law conference
in Ely, Nevada earlier this year. In
September 2014, Judge Moss ordered a new trial in the same case
due to all of the errors that Judge
Ochoa caused. Taxpayers now have
to pay for a 2-day trial delaying justice in other cases. We can do better than Judge Ochoa on the bench.
Judge Ochoa only has a 64 percent retention rating with the Review-Journal poll. That is a “D.”
Can we do better than a “D” Judge?
The answer is yes.
We have gotten to know Jason
Stoffel very early in this campaign.

It is true that 99 percent of his cases
since day one are in the area of family law. He has the knowledge and
the experience to serve Clark
County. He has appeared on the
“Face the Tribune” program several
times and would be a welcome addition to the bench. He is a Truancy
Diversion Judge on Friday mornings helping the youth in Clark
County. According to his website,
he is on several committees at the
State Bar and the Clark County Bar
Association.
Jason Stoffel clearly will be the
superior choice to be the next Judge
at Family Court in Department S. I
like the “S for Stoffel” campaign
slogan he uses since it is not only
name recognition but it brings at-

tention to the race where voters can
do their research online about his
qualifications and experience. He is
also a volunteer settlement master
at Family Court so he also has the
respect of existing sitting judges.
Those judges know something that
the voters should know as well —
Stoffel should be on the bench.
Our final thoughts are that being a Judge is an important position. Voters need to become educated about our elected officials,
especially in non-partisan races that
affect the community. It may be
modern to vote early, and old-fashioned to “hold out” till Election
Day, but please — everyone should
do their civic duty and cast their
ballot, early or not.

Herlan Segundo Portelles
June 1, 1932–October 9, 2014

It is with great sadness that we received news of
the passing of Herlan Portelles, a member of the local Cuban community for decades.
When we first met Herlan over 30 years ago, he
had a small market in the downtown area where he
worked shoulder-to-shoulder, day in and day out,
with his then-wife, Ana Cecilia, to make it prosper.
That market did prosper big time and after so
much effort and dedication they opened La
Esperanza Market at the old and well-known Commercial Center on Sahara Avenue. Not only did the
business grow, the family did too, with the addition
of a little girl, Yvette.
Not everything in life last forever; the marriage
failed but the love of little Yvette for her father was
unique. While all Yvette’s little friends were going

to a park or visiting each other after school, Yvette
was helping her daddy at the supermarket.
Herlan continued working all kinds of hours to
the point that he added a bakery in the back of the
store.
Fresh Cuban bread coming out of the oven every
thirty minutes. And little Yvette trying to help customers to the best of her abilities — the cash register
was bigger than she was.
Very unfortunately, Yvette was not with her father at the time of his passing and she is totally devastated. Very few daughters love their fathers the way
Yvette loved and still loves Herlan.
All of us at the Las Vegas Tribune send our deepest condolences to Herlan’s sister and family, and
especially to his daughter, Yvette.

Open Mic
with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
Tuesday and
Thursdays
on
RadioTribune.com
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Government has failed in its job
to protect Americans from Ebola
By Phyllis Schlafly
Americans against amnesty are
not only worried about unemployed
Mexicans crossing our southern
border illegally to take U.S. jobs.
More than ever, we need the fence
that Congress voted for and President George W. Bush made a television photo event when he signed
it into law.
Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Calif.,
said that at least 10 ISIS thugs have
crossed our southern border. Hunter
added, if we caught 10, “you know
there are going to be dozens more
that did not get caught by the Border Patrol.”
Rep. Tom Cotton, R-Ark., says
the Islamic State, ISIS, is actively
working with Mexican drug cartels
to infiltrate and eventually attack
Americans.
ISIS has told us it wants to extend a caliphate over America, so
why is anybody surprised that they
are doing what they said they
wanted to do? The problem of invasion across our border is no
longer just a jobs problem. It’s a
national security problem, a welfare
problem, a public school problem
and a dangerous disease problem.
It’s not a problem of accepting a
few lost teenagers who arrived unannounced and demanded admission.
Ignoring the Threat
It’s a problem of our public
schools suddenly being invaded by

Laxalt

(Continued from Page 1)
School, served as a judge advocate
general in Iraq as\ a lieutenant with
the U.S. Navy. During his trip to
Iraq, for which he volunteered,
Laxalt had responsibility for more
than 20,000 dangerous detainees.
Later, Laxalt worked as a special
adviser to the United States Department of State.
In 2006, Laxalt was on a fire line
in Iraq while Secretary of State
Miller was getting his desk ready
in an air-conditioned room for “paper-pushing.” Laxalt al the while
was not only fighting for Miller’s
freedom, but for the freedom of all
Nevadans and every citizen of the
United States.
Ross Miller claims experience as
an attorney. He said “Adam Laxalt
is not qualified, I am qualified,” but
four years of practicing law with the
Clark County District Attorney cannot be called experience when prosecutors with the Clark County District Attorney are nothing but salary-earners. This is their step to
judgeship or further political offices. It is deeply amazing to sense
the little respect this young man,
Ross Miller, has for the military,
but, not surprising. If Adam Laxalt
was considered merely a paperpusher in the military, according to
Ross Miller, what would Miller call
himself? As a Secretary of State
he is indeed a paper-pusher. He
pushes letters written to him on to
his secretary, who pushes those letters on to her secretary, who then
pushes the letters on to the other
supposed secretaries, until the last
person drops them into the waste
basket, and all those secretaries’
salaries are paid at taxpayers’ expense.
It is not surprising how this

thousands of young adults who
have never been to any school, who
are not familiar with basic hygiene,
who can’t read or write, who don’t
speak English or even familiar
Spanish (but speak one of 21 different Spanish or Indian dialects)
and who may carry new diseases
such as EV-D68.
It’s a problem of requiring our
newly burdened health care establishment to deal with diseases that
are not common in the U.S. During
the summer we suffered an outbreak of EV-D68, a polio-like enterovirus.
The outbreak is widespread in
Central America, from which many
of the illegal kids came.
The CDC reports that at least
538 people, mostly children, in 43
young man, Ross Miller, expresses\
himself about military men and the
little respect he has for them.
At least Adam Laxalt was a “paper-pusher” in the military. Former
President Bill Clinton moved to
another country to continue his
studies to avoid military service;
our honorable Senator Harry Reid
never served in the military. And,
our Commander in Chief, Mr.
Obama, never served in the military. Mr. Ross Miller himself never
served a day in the military. None
of those famous Democrats know
what it is to fight for the freedom
of the citizens of the United States
of America. But that wouldn’t stop
one or another of them from knowing how to criticize those who do.

Re-Elect

states and the District of Columbia
became ill with EV-D68. At least
five U.S. children infected with EVD68 died this fall.
Obama has refused to bar entry
to the U.S. by people from countries where Ebola is epidemic. The
problem we face is not just one African who entered our country and
then died from Ebola.
It’s a national health problem
that has made our health care personnel carriers of a fatal African
disease endangering Americans
who never went to Africa.
Obama sent thousands of U.S.
troops to Liberia, a country stricken
with Ebola. He ignores the danger
to our American troops and also to
other Americans when these servicemen and women return home.
The safety of the American

people is less important to him than
posing as a world citizen.
Marine Corps General John F.
Kelly, commander of the U.S.
Southern Command, told the National Defense University in Washington, DC that if Ebola comes to
Central America, “it will cause a
panic,” that “it’s literally ‘Katie bar
the door,’ and there will be mass migration into the United States.”
Meanwhile, the Centers for Disease Control reports that, “By the
end of the year, there will be 14
million people infected with Ebola
and 62 percent of them dying.”
Why doesn’t Obama impose a
travel ban on persons flying here
from Ebola-infected countries?
Suspend Visas
It’s not enough to take the temperature of airline travelers and
have them fill out a written form
because we know that the African
who died from Ebola after arrival
in the U.S. had lied on his form.
Mark Krikorian points out that
the U.S. has issued 13,000 visas for
travel to America from the three
most Ebola-infected West African
countries: Liberia, Sierra Leone and
Guinea.
Will Obama let those 13,000
people into America?
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the specialist on infectious diseases at the National Institute for Health, is very
much opposed to closing the U.S.
border. Instead, he is blaming the
Dallas Hospital, saying, “They

dropped the ball” by failing to determine the patient’s “travel history.”
Dr. Thomas Frieden, head of the
CDC, blamed a supposed “breach
of protocol” for a Dallas nurse getting Ebola, and called for an investigation of how she could get the
disease while following full CDC
precautions.
According to Louisiana Gov.
Bobby Jindal, the CDC was given
nearly $3 billion to fight infectious
diseases but spent only 6 percent of
that for its declared purpose.
A much larger share of the
money was spent on community
transformation grants to increase
access to healthy foods and promote
improvements in sidewalks to make
it easy for people to walk and ride
bikes.
We are hearing some common
sense from a few members of Congress. House Homeland Security
Chairman Michael McCaul called
for barring entry into the U.S. for
people from West African countries
wrestling with Ebola, and also temporarily suspending the 13,000 visas that have already been issued
to people in those countries.
Sen. Ted Cruz said it best: “Our
priority should be protecting the
American people and preventing
Ebola from coming here.”
Phyllis Schlafly is an American
constitutional lawyer, conservative
activist, author, and founder of the
Eagle Forum.
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Why Obama may punt on executive action
on immigration, even after the election

President Obama has backed down on this issue in the past and, if Republicans win the Senate, a plausible
case can be made that immigration reform is not important enough an issue to tie up operations of government.
By Doug Mataconis
Christian Science Monitor
When the summer began, President Obama had said that he was
directing his advisers to come up
with a list of actions he could take
on immigration that would not require the approval of Congress.
This step had been rumored for
some time, having been hinted
about by administration officials,
and was believed to include consideration of measures such as expanding the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program that the
president had announced two years
earlier. As the summer wore on,
though, reports circulated that many
Democrats running for reelection in
red states were urging the administration to delay action until after the
election for fear that anything announced before then would doom
their campaigns. Last month, President Obama did in fact announce
that there would be no action taken
before the election, an action for
which he received a lot of criticism
from Latino organizations and immigration rights groups, Since that
announcement, the underlying assumption has been that we would
indeed see some kind of action from
the president after the election, perhaps during the lame-duck period
before the new Congress takes office. Matt Yglesias, though, seems
pretty convinced that the administration may punt on the issue again,
depending on the outcome of the
elections:
President Barack Obama says
that after the midterm election he’s
going to use his executive authority to create a fairly broad de facto
amnesty program for many undocumented migrants living in the
United States.
I’m just not sure I believe him.
Not that I doubt the president’s
sincerity. I haven’t gazed into his
soul on the subject, but the best read
I have on White House officials is
that they genuinely believe that they
are going to do this. I just think they
may be mistaken about their own
likely behavior. Especially if Republicans take the Senate — which
seems likely — it’s easy for me to
imagine that they will look around
at the new November landscape and
have a change of heart...
Even if Republicans take the
Senate, they still can’t stop Obama
from following through on his
promise. But as Brian Beutler
writes, if the GOP takes the Senate
they’ll be in a position “to place ‘executive amnesty’ at the center of
proximate fights over funding the
government and increasing the debt
limit.” And the basic dynamic
where Democratic Senators from
states with low Latino populations
aren’t eager to have a huge
throwdown over the issue would
remain in place. The odds of the
White House losing its nerve as part
of a strategy to hold the party together in sure-to-be-grueling battles
with congressional Republicans
seem high.
Further reducing the odds that
Obama will plow ahead in the face
of a bad election result is the relative silence of Hillary Clinton on
the issue. If Democrats were having a normal 2016 presidential pri-

mary, you’d expect to see leading
contenders out there making statements about their hope that the
president will deliver for immigrants. But Clinton, not facing any
robust opposition, is so far mostly
dodging questions from immigrant
activists and talking about the need
to “elect more Democrats.” If activists don’t have the leverage to get
a clear statement of support out of
a presidential candidate, it seems
unlikely that they really have the
muscle to force the White House to
act if the political climate is unfavorable.
Such a move would, of course,
be incredibly disappointing to
Latino voters and immigration activists, and with the 2016 election
approaching soon after the midterms, it seems inconceivable, at
first glance, that the president
would throw this group of voters
completely under the bus after having dangled the promise of some
kind of action in front of them for
the better part of a year. If nothing
else, such a move would risk damaging Democratic Party fortunes
going forward — not so much because these voters would suddenly

switch loyalty to the GOP, but because they would be likely to just
stay home on Election Day and become less active in campaigns. This
would do as much harm to the
party’s fortunes as voting for the
opposing party, if not more. Looking at this purely from the perspective of partisan politics, then, it
seems inconceivable that the president would do something that

would clearly be seen as a slap in
the face to an important and growing constituency, and an important
part of the Democratic coalition.
That being said, I believe that
Yglesias is on to something when
he argues that a Republican victory
in November is likely to spook the
president into either scaling back
the executive action that was
planned to make it much more mod-

est than it might otherwise have
been, or to put it off altogether in
favor of another push for immigration reform in the 114th Congress,
which will likely not go anywhere.
As he notes, in the context of a
Congress fully controlled by Republicans, there will be tremendous
pressure to delay action in order to
get things like budgeting and other
tasks needed to keep the government functioning. Even some
Democrats are likely to be less than
enthusiastic about the idea given the
electoral price they could pay in the
future. Finally, there’s the simple
fact that President Obama has
backed down on this issue in the
past, and that a plausible case can
be made that immigration reform is
not important enough an issue to tie
up the federal budget or other operations of government.
So, if the GOP does win the Senate, don’t be too surprised if we
don’t see any executive action at all
or, if we do, that it is substantially
more modest than previously hinted
at.
Doug Mataconis appears on the
Outside the Beltway blog at http://
www.outsidethebeltway.com/.
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Citizen Task Force for Voter Rights
formed to help reduce election fraud
Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
After the 2014 primary elections
in Nevada Congressional District 4
where Mike Monroe, an unknown,
unfunded, handyman received
5,392 votes (22.18%) and outright
won several rural counties, a group
of citizens began looking closely at
the votes in that race and questioning the integrity of the election system. That investigation produced so
many unanswered questions it resulted in the formation of “Citizen
Task Force for Voter Rights”
(CTFVR). This nonpartisan group
is on a mission to alert voters in the
upcoming general election to look
for and report suspected election
fraud. In the future, CTFVR will be
helping to coordinate efforts to repair the serious vulnerabilities
found in the Nevada election system.
“There is nothing more important to our citizens than the trustworthiness of our election process.
We know that in Nevada, and across
the country, the election machines
and the process of vote reporting
can be compromised. Our task force
wants to help limit that as much as
possible. By alerting voters on how
to spot and report on observed problems, and by demanding the system
be capable of being independently
audited from beginning to end, candidates, donors and citizens can be

much more confident of the accuracy of the reported results,” said
Retired Air Force Colonel Robert
E. Frank, Chairman and founding
member of CTFVR.
Other founding members of Citizen Task Force for Voter Rights are
Julie C. Hereford, Lisa MayoDeRiso, and Nic Alfonsetti.
Citizen Task Force for Voter
Rights is a non-partisan group, initially aiming to help protect all voter
rights to:
—Ensure Vote Counted Accurately
—Demand End-To-End Audit Trail
—Enforce Accountability
—Insist on Transparency
—Require Third Party Certification
In order to “Make Sure
Your Vote Counts”
—Verify Signature on Voter Log
—Report Problems to Poll Watcher,
County Election Department and
NV Secretary of State
—Report Details of Suspected
Fraud to Authorities
—Request Post Election Audit
Records For Public Review
—File Election Law Violation
Complaints to the NVSOS, AG and
FBI
Citizen Task Force for Voter
Rights has launched its initial campaign to alert and educate voters to
ensure the reporting accuracy of
votes by handing out voter alert
cards and training observers to call

(Continued from Page 1)
tells the newspaper, “We’ll get back
to you,” but never once did the
newspaper get a call back as promised.
The Las Vegas Tribune news
department and administration
know firsthand and always what the
response will be when they call, but
they always get to prove their point
that they will never call back. “It
seems like none of the [male] staff
are ‘man enough’ to tell us that they
are not allowed to give us any information,” said Alexandra Cohen,
an investigator reporter with the
newspaper who laughs when it
comes to the sheriff’s public relations office denying discrimination
and the effort of the sheriff’s department to seclude the Las Vegas Tribune from getting the real news out
to the public.
“Not only do we have a 39-year
veteran former detective with robbery/homicide and a former lieutenant with several years seniority, but
we also have several sources in key
departments and close to the administration who keep us informed of
what is going on behind the scenes
at 400 Police Plaza,” Cohen stated.
For those who like to take sides
with the police administration, we
have gathered the email addresses
of several newsmen and news organizations that do not include the
Las Vegas Tribune — the only real
independent newspaper in Clark
County that does not print only
what the administration wants the
public to know.
The following comprehensive
list includes many local newspapers, wire services and a few reporters that count on the blessing of the
sheriff and others:
From: PIO@LVMPD.COM
Sent: Sunday, October 12, 2014
4:32 PM
To: Abel Ortiz; Adriana Arevalo;
Ana Ley; Andrew Blankstein; Angel Covarrubias; Annalise Little;
Associated Press; AP - Los Angeles Office; Bev Lorente; Bob
Guerrero; Brian Haynes; Cassandra
Keenan; Catalina Villegas; Chuck
Meyer; Cy Ryan; Cynthia Johnston
; Dave Mondt ; Dayna Roselli;
Denise Rosch; Dennis Broad; Dennis Neuhausel; Elmundo; Eric
Jimenez; Ethan Miller; Fabiola
Marzano; Francis McCabe; Gordon
Absher; Grace Gomez; Grecia
Figueroa; Greg Haas; Gregan
Wingert; Guy Demarco; Hernando
Amaya; Ian Russell; Isela
Gonzalez; J Locher; Jackie Valley;
Jan Hogan; Jeff German; Jeff
Gillan; Jen Wahl; Jim Flint; Joe
Gillespie; Joe Schoenmann; John
Shaffer; Jonathan Cisowski; Jordan
Gartner (Nightside); Joyce Kotnik;
Julio Nunez2; Karen Fedelleck;
KDWN News; Ken Ritter; Kim
Ruesga; KLAS TV CH 8; Channel
2 KLBC Laughlin; KOLO 8 News
(Reno); Krystal Allan; Channel 3
KVBC; Channel 13; KVVU Fox 5;
KXNT Radio; Kyle Hansen; Larry
Ish - 13; Metro Editors; Laughlin
Times; Laura Myers; Lauren
Rozyla; Leslie Contreras; Leslie
Contreras; Lindsay Curtis; Luis

Deleon; Maria Cristina Matta-Caro;
Marina Belisle; Maritza Flores;
Mark Damon; Mark Thomas;
Martha Caldera; Martha Saldana;
Marv Clemons; Mary Hynes; Mead
Gruver; Melissa Arseniuk - Vegas
7; Melissa Duran; Michelle
Rindells; Mike Blasky; Nate
Tannenbaum; Nicolle Poretto;
Norm Clarke - RJ; Phil Burger;
Review-Journal; Police Beat;
Ricardo
Fernandez;
Rigo
Villalobos; Rosana Romero; Sandra
Gonzalez; Sandy Mejia; Stacy
Willis; Stef Jay; Steve Kanigher; T
Milliard; Taimi; Tate South; Terri
Foley; Tiffany Murphy; Total Traffic; Tovin Lapan; Victoria
Spilabotte; Viridiana VidalGonzzali; Wade McAferty; Web
Editor LV Sun; Xochitl Sandoval;
Yazmin Beltran; Yeraldin Deavila;
Yvette Monet.
The Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper’s name, along with any
of the individual reporters’ names,
is nowhere to be found on that list
and the newspaper executives believe that the sheriff has a lot to do
with that form of discrimination,
regardless of the end result.
“This is the kind of behavior the
Gillespie mob is offering to the
community; and if we get
Gillespie’s shoulder-tapped successor, AKA as Joe Lombardo, the pattern will continue and that is why
the people in Clark County need to
elect Larry Burns as the next sheriff,’ said Rolando Larraz, Founder,
Publisher and Editor in Chief of the
Las Vegas Tribune newspaper, who
has been out of the office for the
last few weeks knocking on doors
on behalf of Larry Burns for sheriff.
Unfair behavior like this and discrimination against another newspaper would have not been tolerated
by the daily newspaper while Tom
Mitchell was Editor — and a champion protecting the rights of any
publication, as he did when Larraz
was subpoenaed by the government
to testify in a case while protected
by the journalist shield law and
Mitchell took the time to show his
support.

Discrimination

any irregularities or observed problems with voting machines and
election systems to Election Fraud
Hotline: 702-557-9369, Email
VoterRights@CitizenTaskForce.Org.
In the future, CTFVR will be
working with the Secretary of State,
Attorney General, The Legislature
and nonpartisan groups to establish
independently verifiable, full election system audit trails to create
chain-of-custody records that enable rapid and equitable resolutions
of questionable election results.
Frank added, “Increased voter
awareness and better trained poll
watching teams during this November election should enable many
more concerned voters to participate in bringing about significant
system improvements to avoid repeats of the gross irregularities seen
in the 2014 CD-4 primary election.”

DO YOU NEED AN EDITOR?

Have you been embarrassed lately when someone pointed
out to you that you misspelled a word in your report or maybe
had a whole sentence all messed up? Have you personally
felt that you could’ve done a much better job on that manuscript
but just didn’t have the time?
Why put off doing what you know you should have done before:
call in an editor! As a word-, sentence-, and document-doctor,
she will fix what needs fixing by adding a little of this or that,
and taking out what shouldn’t have been there in the first place.
Give yourself the luxury of looking your best in print!
Editor-at-your-service@gmail.com. 702-706-6875.

FOR DISTRICT JUDGE
Department 3

www.DavidsonForJudge.com

CCSD

(Continued from Page 1)
In a January 2014 press release CCSD asserted “The current school year
opened with five of the schools teaching more than 1,000 students on
campuses intended for 725 children.” Insiders know this to be an outright
lie as schools are actually designed to house 900 students in year-round
classes. In my last article, on “Count Day,” published on September 24,
the Tribune reported the facts regarding the “record enrollment.” Specifically, that it was not really a record. In this article the school district’s
own published documentation was used to explain the falsehood of the
CCSD assertion, and the pattern.
Following that article I was contacted by Michael Paoli, school district and tax issue activist, who noted that while my selected CCSD statistics made the case for the facts on the issue of count day false “facts,”
the facts on the school districts assertion that they are “overcrowded” are
more disturbing. In a post to the RJ, Michael cited actual statistics of
enrollment. Lies, lies and more lies! Elementary school enrollment 200809 was 150,997. Since, CCSD has added 17 more elementary schools.
Elementary enrollment 2013-14 was 148,252. 17 MORE SCHOOLS for
2745 FEWER STUDENTS. Numbers are straight from the CCSD official reports. You can download them and look for yourself.”
CCSD: Lies, Lies and more Lies
In my September 24 Tribune report I cited year around school capability as a reason why the school board’s ongoing assertion that they needed
to squander more money on new schools was wrong.
Consider, on top of that, Paoli’s evaluation: “The game they’re playing is class size reduction (CSR). Elementary [class size] used to be 28,
now it’s 16. Let’s say there’s 20 students in the room. As built, classrooms are sized for 40 students. On that basis, that would be 50 percent of
capacity. On the basis of 28, it becomes 71 percent. On the basis of 16 it
becomes 125 percent. Same 20 kids in the same room goes from
underutilization to ‘bursting at the seams.’ Same with teachers. Studentteacher ratio at CCSD is only 17, down from 24 in 2008-09. That’s a 40
percent increase in staffing relative to students in the past five years. And
what have we gotten from it? Nothing! Academic achievement has declined every year.” These numbers are, on average, correct. Some older
elementary classrooms are sized to seat over 40 and some of the last ones
around 25 students per classroom.
One other “sore subject” with the school district mishandling of classroom sizing is that of “team teaching.” Many of the larger classrooms
could have been used as team teaching classrooms with CSR. The team
teaching concept involves having two teachers and two classes together
in one room. That would have worked with CSR which relates to the
number of students per teacher and not the number of classes in a room.
CCSD has no statistical proof that there is a correlation between CCSD’s
use of CSR and improvements in educational outcomes. However, there
have been empirical studies proving that team teaching, because students
get more hours of hearing the teachers teach per day, does improve outcomes at other school districts.
Unfortunately CCSD’s improper use of the team teaching tool was
rampant during what the school board now asserts as the heyday of money
at CCSD. The school board then got in the habit of staffing the team
teaching classrooms with, not two teachers, but one teacher and an improperly trained “helper.” Therefore, the state legislature took this tool
away from CCSD due to incompetent management of it. Had this not
been the case, then team teaching could have been a tool to bring utilization up while increasing (not improving) student teacher ratios. As CSR
has not been proven to solve the problem then taxpayers may conclude
that class size is not the problem. So why does the school board keep
pushing for it and more buildings to support it? We know that the teachers union is pushing it because more teachers will theoretically join the
union.
Most of the public suspects that the school board has repeatedly bungled
management of things like team teaching and CSR. But, the public is
unaware that by voting for more teachers it will be forcing itself to spend
billions for more schools in the next election. Because, if we hire more
teachers to reduce class sizes, then we will immediately need more classrooms. This is a new route (forced) to the same ballot item that taxpayers
failed during the 2010 election. Will voters elect to create a margins tax if
they know that they will soon be forced to provide billions for more
schools? The last vote for school bonds resulted in over $5 billion being
spent on schools while educational outcomes went down.

Speak Up!

If you have something
to say... say it on your
own radio show.
RadioTribune still
has one hour of
airtime available.
For more information,
call (702) 699-8100
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U.S. Navy unveils fleet of unmanned patrol boats
Military officials say the fleet of self-guided watercraft could be ready for naval
deployment within the year and could eventually help to protect merchant ships as well.

By Brock Vergakis
Christian Science Monitor
NORFOLK, VA. — Self-guided
unmanned patrol boats that can
leave warships they’re protecting
and swarm and attack potential
threats on the water could join the
Navy’s fleet within a year, defense
officials say, adding the new technology could one day help stop attacks like the deadly 2000 bombing of the USS Cole off Yemen.
The Arlington-based Office of
Naval Research demonstrated the
autonomous swarm boat technology over two weeks in August on
the James River near Fort Eustis in
Virginia — not far from one of the
Navy’s largest fleet concentration
areas. It said the Navy simulated a
transit through a strait, just like the
routine passage of US warships
through the Strait of Hormuz in the
Persian Gulf.
In the demonstrations, as many
as 13 small unmanned patrol boats
were escorting a high-value Navy
ship. Then as many as eight of the
self-guided vessels broke off and
swarmed around a threat when a
ship playing the part of an enemy
vessel was detected, the office said,
calling the demonstrations a success.
Robert Brizzolara, program
manager at the Office of Naval Research, said that the boats can decide for themselves what movements to make once they’re alerted
to a threat and work together to encircle or block the path of an opposing vessel, depending on that
vessel’s movements and those of
other nearby vessels.
The rigid-hull inflatable patrol
boats can also fire .50 caliber machine guns if called upon to do so.
However, a human will always be
the one to make the decision to use
lethal force, officials said. A sailor
on a command ship would be in
charge of each of the unmanned
boats and could take control over
any of the boats at any moment.
And if communication between the
unmanned boats and the sailor overseeing them were ever broken, the
boat would automatically shut
down.
“I never want to see the USS
Cole happen again,” said Rear
Adm. Matthew Klunder, chief of
naval research, speaking about the
attack by a small boat packed with
explosives that killed 17 sailors and
injured 39 on that warship. “I can
tell you the systems we just put out

This photo provided by the U.S. Navy shows an unmanned 11-meter
rigid hulled inflatable boat (RHIB) from Naval Surface Warfare Center
Carderock, as it operates autonomously during an Office of Naval
Research demonstration of swarmboat technology held on the James
River in Newport News, Va. During the demonstration as many as 13
Navy boats, using an ONR-sponsored system operated autonomously
or by remote control during escort, intercept and engage scenarios.
on the water would’ve prevented
the Cole.”
Brizzolara said the technology is
intended to allow sailors who would
ordinarily be manning such boats
to stay out of harm’s way while the
self-guided boats seek to “deter,
damage or destroy” enemy vessels.
Officials said while the Cole
bombing was not the sole inspiration for the program, it was a significant one. Researchers have been
working on the technology for
about a decade. The kit can be
placed on any small vessel and includes sensors and radar that tells
it what’s happening in the area.
Advanced algorithms help the boat
plan its route and determine its
course of action and speed.
Klunder said that manpower can
sometimes be an issue as to why
more patrol boats aren’t escorting
larger ships, and that potential enemies may try to outnumber those
boats. He said such technology
could put more protectiveboats in
the water, freeing up sailors for key
roles aboard ship.
“We’ve really put our sailors
back where they need to be anyway,
which is back manning our combat
systems, manning our weapons systems, steering our ships,” Klunder
said.
Klunder said the technology
should be rolled out to fleet commanders within a year. He said the
parts for the small, transportable kit
cost about $2,000 and can be applied to existing patrol boats present
at Navy installations and aboard
many large warships.
The Navy said some of the components were adapted from technol-

ogy originally developed by NASA
for the Mars Rover spaceflight programs. What made the August demonstration so important is that it
showed that numerous boats could
coordinate with each other, Klunder
noted.
He said it’s the first time the
technology has ever been employed
with more than one or two boats.
And he spoke of possibly wider
applications in the future outside
military use.
“This is something that you
might find not only just on our naval vessels, we could certainly see
this utilized to protect merchant
vessels, to protect ports and harbors,
used also to protect offshore oil
rigs,” Klunder said.
As The Christian Science
Monitor’s Anna Mulrine reported a

year ago, the Navy has invested
heavily in development of a myriad
of autonomous underwater vehicles, or UAVs.
At university labs across the US,
the Pentagon’s Office of Naval Research (ONR) is bankrolling, for example, the creation of robotic jellyfish that mimic the efficient natural movements of the ocean creature and that could ultimately be
useful in underwater surveillance
and search-and-rescue missions.
Such robots could also theoretically
be powered by hydrogen and, therefore, never run out of fuel.
ONR also funds projects to
mimic the nearly wake-free undulations of the eel and the propulsion
of the tuna, because engineers still
have not been able to create underwater craft that swim as well as a
basic fish.
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

Do the right
thing: VOTE
Three days from today (Wednesday, Oct 15) the early voting
period starts. Even if we prefer to stick with the old-fashioned
casting of one’s vote on Election Day, in our traditional fashion,
for several reasons, many of our readers do like to take advantage
of that convenience.
We do not believe that going to vote should be a matter of convenience; we see it as a privilege and responsibility of those blessed
with the opportunity of being able to pick the person they believe
to be best to represent the community at all levels of government.
In the old days people used to really feel good when going to
the polls to vote; employers (under law) allowed their employees
to take time off to go vote if they could not do it before or after
work.
Today people seem to be losing their sense of responsibility —
or perhaps they are losing love or regard for their country. Apparently, if they can vote while they are out shopping, that is fine.
Otherwise they are too “inconvenienced” to take the time to exercise their right to vote.
Ironically, these who do NOT take themselves out to vote are
the first ones to speak up or out about their “rights” when those
elected officials — that they did not elect because they didn’t go to
vote — do something wrong or do something with which they do
not agree.
Whether you choose early voting or voting on Election Day,
we urge every one of you in this community who is eligible to
vote to get out there and exercise that right to choose those who
will lead us in some way up till we have the chance to choose
again in the following election.
Your vote is very important; your vote may be the deciding
factor in any election. And even if you later discover that you voted
for the “wrong” candidate, you will have done your duty, and your
country will thank you, to say nothing of your community.
That is the beauty of living in a country where its citizens still
have the power of the vote.
God Bless the United States of America!

Ebola: Spread
education, not panic

There have been — as of this writing — three verifiable cases
of Ebola in this country: one is the NBC cameraman who contracted the illness while working in Liberia, and the second and
third are the Texas health-worker who tested positive for Ebola
after caring for an Ebola patient, and that patient, who died last
week.
State health officials say the Dallas County sheriff’s deputy
who exhibited symptoms of Ebola has tested negative for the disease. The deputy, Michael Monnig, did not have contact with Dallas Ebola patient Thomas Duncan who died on October 8, although
he and other deputies days earlier had gone inside the Dallas apartment where Duncan was staying. However, Monnig did have contact with some of Duncan’s family members who are now in isolation. Health officials stress that Monnig tested negative for the
virus.
Ebola is nothing new. The outbreak of a deadly virus in 1976
was named after the nearby River Ebola in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. What is new is that this recent outbreak is far
deadlier than other disease outbreaks that come to mind anywhere
in the world. The good news, however, is that if it is taken seriously by everyone, and we all pay attention to the admonishments
and the advice for keeping it from spreading even in the most
unlikely of situations, it can be contained and there will be no
need for panic.
We believe that concern — paying attention to all the advice
for proper hand-washing and reporting of symptoms immediately
is far better than fear, which leads to nothing but panic and even
more of what one is fearing since one is not taking the proper
precautions when operating out of that mindset.
Those reporting the news, and those “in charge of” the news do
not know everything. Better to heed the words of those doctors,
scientists and researchers who have devoted their lives to fighting
such diseases and do the absolute best for yourselves by not being
careless in what you touch and then touching your eyes or mouth.
Although hand-washing may not prevent you from “catching” the
Ebola virus, it will keep you aware of everything you touch. Besides having normal good hygiene habits, now we have to consider if we might inadvertently be interacting with someone who
may have been with someone who was possibly infected and chose
not to say anything.
People lie, whether for their own convenience or to avoid negative publicity. Chances are that no visitor from Liberia or environs
will land in Las Vegas, at least without going through the necessary 21-day quarantine first, but we can’t imagine stopping all
flights into or out of Liberia or its vicinity in the meantime if that
would mean all healthcare workers would be banned from going
there to assist those so in need of help, but vacation flights or
nonessential flights, of course.
With the knowledge we have, and the precautions in place, if
they are followed, the virus should be well contained. Yet while
precautions are used in wearing protective garb, those wearing it
must be taught how to remove the gear with the same precautions,
as well as how to dispose of anything that touched the exposed
party.
It can be done. It is being done. Always and ever, the best defense is self-defense with the simple act of being on guard, using
common sense in NOT jumping to conclusions and determining
where the flu-like symptoms came from, and then reporting those
symptoms for which there might be a suspicious cause. Always,
good health before political correctness!

With determination, you can
survive domestic abuse

By Perly Viasmensky
As a woman I feel that we all deserve the best treatment in the world, especially from men who need to
consider the fact that they have come from a woman.
The worst thing that could happen to a woman is to
be a victim of an abusive husband, partner, or whatever the other person is in their lives.
The story I am about to tell should be a lesson to
the many women calling the police department claiming domestic violence.
Police officers file a report to the best of their abilities to report that there were no visible injuries to the
supposed victim. Many of those women, after making
a big scene out of the situation and practically destroying the reputation of their husbands, “forgive” their
husbands for economical and financial gain — but deep
inside of them they keep a strong resentment against
all men and consider all women victims regardless of
the situation.
We need to be honest; there are horrible cases of
domestic violence, but there are also cases of women
accusing men who have never touched them; women
who make false accusations because some man has
rejected their flirtatious advances and their likely inappropriate or unwanted approach.
There are cases of young women severely intoxicated coming out from the middle of nowhere yelling
and screaming RAPE. Those young women are lucky
enough to cover their indiscretions and false accusations when they find another woman (or women) in
powerful positions doing anything possible to make
any man pay for the abuses they claim their own husbands committed, yet whom they have already “forgiven” because money is very important in their household. Those “important” women made a scene, the
incident was publicly disclosed, and the name of the
husband was used to mop the floors of every building
in the city in which they reside, including the county
courthouse building.
This is the true story of an abused woman and how
she survived to educate her four children to be men

and women of great integrity. Her name is not important at this time:
It was a warm afternoon in August 1985 in a small
city in the State of Florida. To the neighborhood people,
they were the perfect couple. A very educated man with
a very good job and a perfect Catholic woman dedicated to their four children. What nobody knew was
that that perfect educated man was also a perfect verbal, psychological, and physical abuser. After 14 years
of marriage, the young woman — who was only 38
years old — couldn’t put up with another day of abuse;
she didn’t want her children to continue witnessing all
the abuse she was subjected to and asked for a divorce.
She looked for refuge at her mother’s home since
she lived nearby. He followed her there and shot both
mother and daughter, leaving them for dead. She woke
in the hospital after a long surgery to receive the sad
news that her mother was dead as the result of the shooting and that her spinal cord was so severely damaged
that she was diagnosed as being paraplegic. She was
impacted by the news that she was being confined to a
wheelchair for the rest of her life.
After four long months at the hospital receiving
physical, mental, and occupational therapy, this courageous woman knew that she not only had to look out
for herself, but for her four children. She had to learn
to perform all household chores from the limited space
of her wheelchair. She learned how to drive only with
her hands.
This woman knew that she had to fight for herself,
but most of all, for her four children. She forced herself to get up at four o’clock in the morning on weekends, putting her four children in the back seat of the
car, half-sleep, and traveled to a swap meet, flea market, or whatever it is called, to sell a few things in order to get some money to continue surviving.
None of her children lost time out of their lives.
She continued taking them to school, church and school
activities, and managed to buy them all all their necessary things.
(See Viasmensky, Page 15)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

Forcing your “freedom to...” on
someone else’s “freedom not to...”
Have we forgotten The Golden Rule?

By Maramis
ample, a tattoo parlor’s owner deFreedom seems to be a rather relacided to remake the place into a partive thing. As the joke goes, I want
lor just for women, or just for the
the freedom to do what I want, but I
over-70 crowd or a couples-only esdon’t want my relatives to do what
tablishment (for whatever reasons),
they want, since that will end up hurtthen that is what they would stand
ing me.”
for and that is how they would hold
Freedom has to be more than a
themselves out to the community
relative thing, but it seems to always
(just like any senior communities
depend on which end of the Freedom
around town, or any day spas for
Stick one is holding.
women only, or any couples-only
We like to think of “freedom” as
dance establishments, etc.). Thereapplying equally to one and all. In
fore, being “forced” to allow the typireality, freedom is rather situational.
cal (or usual, or not-so-typical or MARAMIS CHOUFANI
Take, for example, the freedom to do whatever work usual) male customer, or the first-time-getting-a-tatyou want to do. Well, you are free to apply for the job too teenage boy who wants to impress his friends, or
of doing the work you want to do, but you are only in the small group of non-coupled friends — who signed
the running to get that job to do that work IF you meet a pact to get “Live free or die” on their forearms —
the employer’s requirements. And being in the run- into their place of business to get tattoos in spite of the
ning does not guarantee getting the job. And getting business’s established image and particular atmosphere,
the job does not guarantee that you can or will do the seems to me to be one of those “I want my freedom to
work, either well or at all.
use your place of business, but I don’t want you to
Now consider the freedom to get married. Recently, have your freedom to exclude me because of your ‘spesame-sex couples in Las Vegas have been “granted” cial’ image or atmosphere” (reminding us once again
the freedom to marry here. Yea for freedom! Yet wait... about the relativity of freedom). So what if forcing that
can that in any way impact the freedom of anyone at business to be like all the other tattoo parlors in town
all in the businessworld?
eventually spoils their business and they lose all their
I feel that if I owned a business, anyone who spends customers and have to close down — did you want to
legal tender at my place of business for either my goods say, “Tough”?
or my services — and does not in any way disrupt or
So on to the point. As long as there are other tattoo
hurt my business — would be more than welcome. parlors that will accommodate anyone, providing it is
But did you catch that qualifier? We cannot dismiss operating legally and the customer is legally able to
that tiny little qualifier: “...and does not in any way agree to the tattoo, and no one is being denied a tattoo
disrupt or hurt my business.”
on any personal basis or bias — other than not meetI am not a lawyer — although I used to play one in ing the criteria of the establishment (being female, over
my dreams — yet it seems to me that a business-owner 70, or a couple), it makes no sense for any man or young
is not obligated to conduct his or her business in such person or single person (depending on the particular
(See Maramis, Page 16)
a way as to put himself out of business. If, for ex-
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Gay Couples Need to Stop
Being Intolerant Crybabies

and go find another wedBy Chuck Muth
ding planner who will. If
It was ten years ago that
I’m a photographer who
I testified, for my first and
doesn’t want to photoonly time, before a governgraph gay weddings,
ment legislative body —
leave me a alone and go
the United States Senate
find another photograSubcommittee on the Conpher who will. If I’m a
stitution. It was surreal.
baker who doesn’t want
Up on the dais, on my
to bake cakes for gay
side of the issue, were
weddings, leave me alone
some of the most liberal
and go find another baker
elected officials in all the
who will.
land, including the late
Indeed, as Kelsey
CHUCK MUTH
Sen. Ted Kennedy, thenSen. Joe Biden, Sen. Diane Feinstein, Sen. Harkness reported last month in The Daily
Chuck Schumer and Sen. Russ Feingold. Signal, a bakery owner and his wife in
The issue was gay marriage. I was arguing Oregon are facing a whopping $150,000
against the proposed Federal Marriage “discrimination” fine after a crybaby lesAmendment.
bian couple filed a complaint simply beIt was obvious to me that the concept of cause Melissa and Aaron Klein, owners of
equal protection under law would eventu- Sweet Cakes by Melissa, didn’t want to
ally end the practice of government extend- design their wedding cake (boo-hoo).
ing special benefits to married couples
After the complaint was made public,
while denying certain individuals the right the Kleins were subjected to “threats, vito marry the adult person of their choice. cious protests and boycotts.” One email the
This was no longer a religious issue, thanks couple reportedly received read, “I hope
to foolishly allowing the government into your kids get really, really, sick.” Another
the institution of marriage in the first place. read, “Here’s hoping you go out of busiThe way we’ve now foolishly allowed ness, you bigot. Enjoy hell.”
the government into our health care system.
For choosing not to bake a cake? SeriBut I digress.
ously?
The point is I’ve been a live-and-let-live
The Kleins have already closed down
libertarian on this issue for a long time. As their retail store and are now operating the
such, I have a completely clear conscience business from home. They’re appealing the
in telling certain members of the gay com- “discrimination” ruling. If they lose,
munity to stop being such intolerant they’ll lose their business completely.
crybabies!
Bankruptcy.
Look, folks. You won. You now have,
This is not right. And the greater gay
or soon will have, the right to marry the community itself needs to rise up against
person of your choice in every state, coast- such intolerance. Live and let live has to
to-coast. But that doesn’t mean you have work both ways.
the right to force others who object to gay
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outmarriage to support the exercise of your reach, a non-profit public policy
right.
grassroots advocacy organization. Chuck
If I’m a wedding planner who doesn’t Muth may be reached by email at
want to plan gay weddings, leave me alone cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.

Three Signs Your Leadership
Style Resembles Bigfoot

By Doug Dickerson
Your people are
To be or not to be, that
perpetually one step
is the question — William
behind you.
Shakespeare
Where are you?
For many he is an urban
In Finding Bigfoot the
legend, for others he is a
dedicated team always
great hoax. Regardless of
seems to be one step beyour beliefs, Bigfoot enhind their prey. Here’s the
thusiasts have been on the
rub — people willingly
hunt for a long time. In the
follow a strong and confiinterest of full disclosure I
dent leader. But when your
will confess I’ve become
people are reduced to
addicted to the Animal
chasing after you and are
Planet show Finding
always one step behind
Bigfoot. I will also confess
DOUG DICKERSON
you then frustration builds.
that while I find the show entertaining I When that happens morale begins to sink
remain a skeptic. However, I would wel- and the Gallup poll on engagement becomes
come an invitation from Bobo and the gang all too real. Your people want a leader who
to go ‘Squatchin’.
is with them — not evasive, and one they
After watching many episodes of Find- can trust with their own eyes. If you are dising Bigfoot it didn’t take long to connect engaged as a leader your people will eventhe dots and draw parallels between the tually dismiss you as a hoax.
characteristics of Bigfoot out in the wild
Your people risk a lot to believe
and some leaders in their offices. Just as
in you. Have you let them down?
some people swear that Bigfoot exists,
One of the regular features of Finding
many people in their organizations make Bigfoot is a town hall meeting to hear the
the same claim about their leader — always claims of people who say they’ve had a
lurking in the shadows somewhere ,but, can Bigfoot encounter. It’s up to the team to
we really be sure?
investigate and separate fact from fiction,
In Inc. magazine earlier this year, Dino or something like that. Be it the investigaSignore wrote about the importance and the tive team or the people making the claim,
challenges leaders face in building relation- they put their reputations on the line by
ships and being connected to their people. expressing a belief in what many claim to
Clearly, if you want to engage your employ- be a fraud. Likewise, your people risk a lot
ees it will take hard work effort on your by believing in you as a leader. It’s one thing
part.
to believe in your people- that’s important,
Signore cites Gallup’s “State of the but you must respect them enough by givAmerican Workplace” survey in which sev- ing them a reason to buy-in to your leaderenty percent of American workers say they ship and believe in you. Having the respect
are disengaged. What does that mean for and trust of your people is a sacred honor,
you as a leader? In short, it means that you don’t let them down.
are going to have to come out from the shadDispelling the Bigfoot
ows and step up your leadership game. Do
leadership myth
you have the leadership characteristics of
“A leader is one who knows the way,
Bigfoot? Let’s find out.
goes the way, and shows the way,” says
Your people make wild claims
John Maxwell. Going forward and solidiabout your leadership, but
fying your leadership credentials will hapthey have little evidence
pen when you take corporate culture seriIn order to be a leader that is connected, ously, build relationships with your people,
engaged, and involved in what’s going on and make trust the focal point of your leadyou have to be seen. Your people will gain ership. Your leadership does not have to be
confidence in you as a leader when you lead subjected to the status of an urban myth or
from the front, not when you are lurking in legend. It’s time to come out from the shadthe shadows. If your credentials as a leader ows and lead with purpose.
are based upon rumors and sightings then
What do you say?
you have lost their trust. If in the eyes of
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated columyour people you are a fictional character nist. He writes a weekly column for this
then you are nothing more than a fictional newspaper. Contact Doug Dickerson at
leader.
ddickerson@ lasvegastribune.com.

“Who Speaks for Earth?”

By Winslow Myers
Thirty years further on
Few people remember
— today — only Dr.
them today, but there were
Strangelove types would
significant global leadercontinue to argue against
ship initiatives in the 1980s
Ronald Reagan’s sensible
against the proliferation of
assertion that “a nuclear
nuclear weapons. The
war can never be won and
dawn of the nuclear era had
must never be fought.” Yet
coincided with the beginno one in power today
ning of the Cold War.
seems able to muster the
People in the United States
moral imagination to reand their leaders viewed
verse the continued drift of
the world through the lens
our lifeboat we call Earth
WINSLOW MYERS
of East-West cold war sutoward the inevitable
perpower tensions, reinforced by the rigid nuclear Niagara somewhere down the timedualistic convictions of officials like John stream. Resources desperately needed to
Foster Dulles, U.S. Secretary of State from prevent imminent conflicts over water and
1953 to 1959. A quarter century further into other natural resources, let alone needed to
the cold war era, nearly 200 less powerful mitigate the gigantic challenge of climate
nations came to realize that a superpower change, continue to be poured into an innuclear exchange was potentially just as life ternational security system that rests upon
threatening to them as to the superpowers extremely dubious premises — first and
themselves.
most egregious of all the assumption that
The leaders of six non-aligned countries no nuclear nation will ever make that fatal
on five continents, India, Sweden, Argen- mistake or misinterpretation that ends in
tina, Greece, and Mexico, formed the Five- apocalypse for all.
Continent Peace Initiative to advocate for a
Attaining top positions of national leaddecrease in tensions among the nuclear su- ership often requires years of Machiavelper-powers. Julius Nyerere, representing lian manipulation that inevitably includes
Africa, asserted that “peace is too impor- compromise with agents of huge corporate
tant to be left to the White House and the and financial power. The security bureauKremlin.” Indira Gandhi, before she was cracies that have sprung up in the U.S.,
tragically assassinated, introduced the ini- Russia and China are vast, complex, selftiative in 1984 by saying in words that perpetuating and both inter- and intra-parashould haunt us today: “I am deeply dis- noid. The mystery that clings to the assastressed and also astonished at the apathy sination of the Kennedy brothers and even
which one sees, almost a resignation or ac- Martin Luther King Jr. suggests that leadceptance of such a horrifying event [as ers who over-indulge in the rhetoric of
nuclear war].” At the same time, respected peacemaking and international cooperation
public intellectuals like Carl Sagan obtained may put their own lives in mortal danger.
access to diplomats at the United Nations,
A quick look at those in power at the
and, warning them for the first time about present moment is not reassuring for citithe phenomenon of nuclear winter, asked zens who are wondering what the possibili(See Myers Page 15)
“who speaks for Earth?”

BEHIND THE MIKE

TWINS

By Michael A. Aun
competing
in
I’m blessed to be a faweightlifting, wrestling
ther of twins, which has
and football.
had its advantages and
The move on the part
challenges over the years.
of the teachers interestNot twins like Danny
ingly gave us an opporDeVito and Arnold
tunity to compare their
Schwarzenegger in the
teaching skills. I rememmovie by the same name,
ber in the first year, one
but for-real, look-alike twin
child had a positive
sons named Cory and Jateacher and the other...
son.
well, not so much. The
We never bought into
contrast in their teaching
the Harry-Larry or Hankstyles clearly defined
MICHAEL A. AUN
Frank deal. That was just
them as night and day.
too cutesy even for us.
Today, Jason is a molecular microbioloAs babies, twins command the attention gist with the Food and Drug Administraof everyone. Every beautiful woman, who tion and Cory is a teacher and coach at St.
has no idea who you are and would not even Cloud High School in Osceola County in
bother to say hello to you otherwise, will Florida. Jason’s wife Jessica is a doctor with
approach you with open arms and a disarm- beautiful long blonde hair. Cory’s wife
ing smile when they spot your twin sons in Casey is a brunette and a teacher.
a stroller. Twins are the single best dealJason and Jessica will be walking along
closer I know of.
in a Mall when one of Cory’s student athThe problem for me, I already closed the letes spots him, immediately concluding the
deal with their mother and was off the mar- Coach Aun has a new woman in his life.
ket, so to speak. But some of my single
Students sometimes get offended when
buddies would meet up with us at the Mall Jason won’t speak to them. Duh! He doesn’t
and would play the role of the grieving fa- know you kid.
ther who was meandering along with his
And then there are the times Jason helps
darling twin sons trying to forget the tragic Cory as a Judge at weightlifting meets and
loss of their mother.
the kids call him Coach Aun. “No, I’m the
While I found this downright despicable, other one,” is the most commonly repeated
I was always a willing co-conspirator just five words in his vocabulary.
to watch the shameful scene play out. To
On balance being twins is a gift that
protect the guilty, their names shall remain keeps on giving because every new day
anonymous. Also, should I ever need to brings a new experience. For instance,
blackmail them, this would be excellent Cory’s students manage to come up with
leverage.
the dumbest questions. “What’s your
As Cory and Jason grew older, they too brother look like?”
were co-conspirators, playing the role of the
Really?
darling children without a mother. We alAnother favorite: “Do you guys have the
ways came clean as it usually ended up with same birthday?”
my wife concluding her shopping and ar“Coach Aun, what does your brother
riving on the scene to expose the disgrace- look like?” Cory can’t resist: “He’s the ugly
ful farce, much to the chagrin of my buddy, one.”
who was crafting a yarn that would make
Or, “Who’s the oldest?” Jason likes to
even Nora Roberts jealous.
say “We came out at the same time!”
Such was our life as parents of young
“If I hit you, will the other one feel it?”
twins. As they grew older, even they man- No but you will!
aged to scam some girlfriends when they
Fortunately, Cory and Jason were not
began dating in high school, never taking born at midnight, giving them different
advantage but generally having some clean dates of birth. Their sibling, Christopher,
fun.
was a leap year baby however, and as badly
We weren’t big fans of dressing them as I wanted my wife to deliver him on Febalike and the teachers were too lazy to put ruary 29, she didn’t have the heart to cheat
them in the same class for fear of confus- him out of a birthday three out of four years.
ing them. They always gave us some balo- Welcome to my world!
ney about them being dependent on one
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist
another. Nothing could be further from the and writes a weekly column for this newstruth. From the earliest day I can recall, they paper. To contact Michael Aun, email him
were as big of rivals then as they are today, at maun@lasvegastribune.com.
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A Pimp, a Police Captain, and a Tourist Terror
By Norman Jahn
What do a pimp named Robert
Sharpe, a prostitute named Camelia
Terry, and a police captain named
Charles Hank have in common?
Well, if news reports are correct and
facts known about domestic violence and human trafficking are
true, both Robert and Charles resort
to power and control to get their
way. Camelia has been a TERROR
to tourists for nearly a decade! She
has also probably been the victim
of quite a few beatings. As a matter
of fact, I once helped her to clean
up and disinfect her wounds after
she had a fight with another prostitute on the pedestrian bridge between the old Bill’s Gambling Hall
and Ballys. I found her cowering in
the back seat of a car behind the
Casino Royale. I gave her antiseptic wipes and offered to take a report and try to arrest someone.
All three of these people also
have another thing in common.
They all have benefitted from nonenforcement or under-enforcement
of the laws! Sharpe literally tortured his victim and it probably was
not the first time. (http://
www.reviewjournal.com/news/lasvegas/police-woman-s-vegasdream-smashed-sex-industry-torture) I didn’t know Robert, but I
dealt with one of his relatives
(Raymond Sharpe) over the years
that I worked the Strip. Raymond
is doing multiple life terms in prison
right now. I wonder if he ‘trained’
Robert?
Captain Charles Hank dragged
his wife around by her hair (there
is news coverage of his ‘incident’
on May 13, 2010 and also police
records and photos). So what is the
difference between Sharpe, Terry,
and Hank? Sharpe and Terry have
been arrested (or are going to be
arrested — I don’t think they have
located Terry yet). Sharpe’s victim
didn’t want to cooperate initially
but she was talked into it (NOT
‘talked out’ of making a statement
against her pimp). Her injuries were
both visible and so severe that
medical staff had to amputate a finger and there were other horrible
injuries. She was dumped near
UMC according to news reports
and, thank goodness, she has been
saved from a monster by patrol officers who made notifications and
actually got assistance from Vice
detectives.
(http://
www.reviewjournal.com/columnsblogs/john-l-smith/hookers-treatment-far-worse-dog).
‘King Charles’ on the other hand
benefitted from having power and
control (rank) over most everyone
that he had to deal with. I sure
would like to have phone records
of any of his ‘supervisors’ that he
may have called for help that morning (i.e., Sheriff Gillespie). Hank
also had the power of the badge. He
was not arrested. He was not processed at the jail. He may not have
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even been formally interviewed but
they put the screw to his victim (police, prosecutor, even the FBI).
Charles faced no known criminal
charges but it has been reported that
he had to complete mandatory
counseling and this ‘intervention’
was enforced by former D.A. David
Roger. The only news reports that I
ever saw were two short discussions
by a ‘columnist’ named John L.
Smith. It is said that his wife Maria
‘recanted’ her story about the abuse.
But guess what, she didn’t tell them
about only one incident. There was
a pattern to the behavior and Hank
was never held accountable.
So how do Sharpe, Hank, and
NFL player Ray Rice compare?
Sharpe got stopped before he used
his power and control to kill his victim—but he tried selling her to another pimp and was warned that she
could die. He apparently could care
less. That case is being prosecuted
because it made the news and the
victim could decide not to cooperate when she recovers — but you
can bet Sharpe will be put in prison.
A pimp beating a prostitute IS an
act of domestic violence and the
mandatory arrest procedures should
apply.
Evidence is quite clear that Hank
committed domestic violence/battery against his wife but the mandatory arrest wasn’t applied. Hank’s
wife was talked out of prosecuting
by one or more people during the
investigation. The cooperation with
internal investigations and truthfulness policies at Metro (among others) should have also applied and
held Hank to an even higher standard than the street pimp. That
didn’t happen. I often wonder what
would have been different in my
career, the careers of Roger Barerra,
Wil Guevara, Dakota Almazan (and
others) if Hank had at least been
placed on ‘relief of duty’ that day.
Better yet (if he had been arrested
like he was supposed to have ben)
he may have been humbled and
might have stopped wrecking the
careers of people that worked for
him. That didn’t happen either. Did
domestic violence detectives,
Hank’s supervisors, or the district
attorney drop the ball? The ball was
dropped because King Charles was
‘special’ as defined by Sheriff
Gillespie and his regime.
Ray Rice was held accountable

only because of video in the elevator that night. He almost got away
with that violent act because his
fiancé was standing behind him and
they were both telling stories to investigators and the NFL. It was not
until the video was leaked that he
faced serious consequences for his
actions.
Will this selective prosecution
continue under a new sheriff? It depends on who wins the election.
One of the officers listed above was
placed on ‘relief of duty’ when it
was discovered that he tried to get
a fake ID from DMV before he
turned 21 and before he joined the
LVMPD. Hank accused him of being untruthful in his application
materials and transferred him but,
luckily, the officer survived this attempt to terminate him. It didn’t
matter; Metro fired him later when
he tried pretending he was AT
WORK to fool a girlfriend into
thinking he was working that shift.
The other two officers, in fact all
three, were put back on full duty
even after initial statements of complaint were filed against them. So
what is Metro thinking when they
have what they believe to be a violation that merits a termination but
they still allow the officers back on
the streets? A second officer listed
above simply went to lunch and
unexpectedly saw the whole Vice
squad and Sgt. John Hayes sitting
at a table. He excused himself because of animosity that had developed with Hayes (the same ‘quality’ relationships exist between
Hayes and many members of the
LVMPD).
Hayes (a childhood friend of
King Charles Hank) immediately
reported that the officer had ‘blown
the cover’ of his plainclothes officers by saying something to a waitress on his way out of the business.
The officer was later not sustained
on the charge after an arbitration
hearing and the arbitrator actually
wrote about some of the people who
testified against the officer. Those
folks happened to be Assistant Sheriff Joe Lombardo, Captain Charles
Hank, Sgt. John Hayes, and Lt.
Karen Hughes. The arbitrator
straight-up said that department
witnesses EMBELLISHED their
testimony against the officer. Even
though he was cleared of blowing
the ‘cover’ of the Vice squad the
LVMPD found a way to terminate
the officer. If anyone wants to see
Joe Lombardo become sheriff they
should be forewarned that the rest
of the Unholy Triad may be promoted as well. If they aren’t (because they are nearing a cushy retirement) then be forewarned that
you will be saluting people by the
names of McMahill and Fasulo who
have their own records of destruction of the careers of officers.
I’m willing to hear arguments
that the pimp and the police captain are not similar. I’m willing to

ers won’t hesitate to use their guns
accordingly.
In the most innocuous way, the
gun-owners in America protect this
nation and its people without being
part of the armed forces or a militia
of any kind.
No matter what the social and
economic problems are facing our
nation, the bottom line is that no

people on earth are like the American people when it comes to their
love of life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness.
A national threat would result in
seeing 100 percent of American
gun-owners stepping up to the plate
like sleeping giants to protect these
rights. It would become a case of
one for all, all for one!

Thoughts about the Second Amendment
By Jerry Schafer
Recently friends of mine have
been talking about the Second
Amendment... the right to bear arms
and the continuing debate about this
in Washington....
I say going back in our history,
to the year 1788, June 5 to be exact, Partick Henry said, “Guard with
jealous attention the public liberty.
Suspect everyone who approaches
that jewel. Unfortunately nothing
will preserve it but downright force.
Whenever you give up that force
you are inevitably ruined.”
Of course people who lived in
Germany pre-WWII could testify to
the fact that once their arms were
taken away they were, as Patrick
Henry said, “ruined”....being unable
to defend or protect themselves,
most of them were murdered in cold
blood!
I’m not sure what the exact numbers are, however I will hazard a
guess saying that there are over 300
million guns privately owned in
America. I believe that in the case
of a national emergency where
people’s lives and liberty are threatened, 100 percent of the gun-own-
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(Continued from Page 13)
Time passed and today all of her children are university graduated.
Her oldest boy is a computer programmer, the oldest girl is a pharmacist with a masters from Nova University, her third child is a schoolteacher and her youngest is a computer engineer graduated from Florida
International University.
Those children followed in their mother’s footsteps, giving their
own children the best education ever. One of this woman’s grandchildren is a Marine Architect in Long Island, New York.
The most important thing this woman taught her sons is to respect
women regardless of their race, ethnicity, faults or living standards.
This is a true story of surviving domestic violence. The ones claiming to be pushed against a wall or the drunk ones who still don’t remember if they were coming or going are nothing but users of the
goodwill of the community.
Perly Viasmensky is the General Manager of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column in this newspaper. To contact Perly
Viasmensky, email her at pviasmensky@lasvegas tribune.com.

hear arguments that the police captain was treated the same way
‘regular’ officers are treated. I’ll get
to the predator prostitute in a moment, but how about this idea?
Shouldn’t there be a mandatory arrest when a pimp beats and tortures
his girls — even if they DON’T cooperate? Shouldn’t police officers
and prosecutors be directed to employ the current domestic violence
laws to stop this conduct (it is actually more like attempted murder)
instead of (so frequently) looking
for a reason to NOT make an arrest? Shouldn’t a police captain be
held to higher standard than a pimp?
TOURIST TERROR TERRY
The Review-Journal recently ran
a story entitled, Vegas Prostitute
with 250-plus run-ins with law indicted. I checked court records and
she has at least seven felony cases
(often involving multiple felony
crimes) dismissed or closed, including one series of charges as recently
as June of 2014. I had a lot of experience investigating this predatory
prostitute. The Review-Journal
story reported:
“...about 4 a.m. June 6, Terry, a
known prostitute, accosted a tourist who had a bloody nose and was
leaving the Aria, crossing the pedestrian bridge over the Strip. As
Hall approached, Terry grabbed the
man’s genitals, reached into his
pocket and pulled out about $2,000
in cash that he had won at the casino... The man gave chase as the
women tried to flee, and they were
arrested that same day... Terry has
failed to appear for court more than
50 times... and she is among what’s
known as Vice Enforcement Top
Offenders.
Court records indicate that as
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far back as 2004 Terry has been
charged with misdemeanors and
felonies including soliciting prostitution, loitering for prostitution,
theft, burglary, battery, larceny and
trespassing.
(http://www.reviewjournal.com/
news/las-vegas/vegas-prostitute250-plus-run-ins-law-indicted).
Terry used to do ‘licks’ with
Nataka Hines. Hines was one of the
‘lovely ladies’ that actually fired a
gun at a pickpocket victim who was
trying to flee from these tourist terrors at the Mirage one year ago. The
Las Vegas Sun reported:
“Deonna Hicks lured the man
into the car with the promise of oral
sex and a ride from Mandalay Bay
to the Bellagio. Two other women
waited in the car.
The job was to be a simple pickpocket. Yet, as they pulled his pants
off and stole his wallet, Bassam
Batta caught on. The ride spiraled
into a chaos of pushing, kicking and
flying clothing. One of the women
yelled, “Get the gun,” and the ride
ended with Batta sprinting from the
car at Treasure Island with one shoe
on and a woman shooting at him.
These were the details outlined
in a Metro Police arrest report for
Nataka Hines in Hines, who Metro
said is a known trick-roll prostitute,
was arrested on counts of attempted
murder, robbery with a deadly
weapon, battery with intent to commit robbery and conspiracy to commit robbery. Trick-rolling, Metro
said in the report, is where a prostitute robs or steals from a client
who has agreed to pay for sexual
favors.
The report indicates the following: Earlier on July 27, Batta lost
(See Norm Jahn, Page 16)

(Continued from Page 14)
ties are for creative servant-leadership based upon the interest of the planet
as a whole. President Putin initially made conciliatory gestures toward
the West, but the West betrayed its word and expanded NATO aggressively eastward toward Russia’s borders. Putin now operates from the
heart of an enormous web of kleptocratic corruption, and identifies with
a backward-looking czarist conception of the Russian empire.
President Obama reached out to the Muslim world, advocated in Prague
for the abolition of nuclear weapons, wound down the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and, in spite of a racist, obstructionist Congress, managed
to pass the Affordable Care Act. Recently he has advocated for authentic
measures against climate change. At the same time he has condoned the
enormous growth of an off-the-books national security bureaucracy, rationalized his failure to bring torturers to justice, indulged in routine extra-judicial killing by drone, and continues to renew the U.S. nuclear arsenal at obscene expense (yet another $355 billion according to projections by the Congressional Budget Office).
International leaders interested in creating safe spaces for people to
come together at the heart level to work on common challenges seem to
be few and far between. Benjamin Netanyahu and his counterpart Hamas
leader Khaled Mashaal are perfect demonstrations of exactly the obverse:
they dehumanize and scapegoat each other with hyper-masculine zeal
and thus perpetuate an endless round of utterly futile destruction.
Julius Nyerere refused to benefit personally from high office and consistently put the best interests of his country ahead of his own well-being.
Nelson Mandela is another servant-leader who earned worldwide respect.
Dag Hammarskjold, the second Secretary General of the U.N., is yet another example of disinterested international leadership. Sadly, like King
and the Kennedys and Indira Gandhi, he paid with his life for his service
to us all. Is it the veiled threat of individual martyrdom that makes disinterested efforts to prevent collective destruction so rare?
Another Five-Continent Peace Initiative is long overdue. The agenda:
nuclear disarmament, restriction of conventional arms sales, and reallocation of resources to address climate instability. The survivors of inadvertent nuclear war — itself a source of climate disaster — would be
pitiless in their condemnation of the present rot — the rationalizations,
evasions, and delays that led to disaster. Only if citizens everywhere demand true servant-leaders instead of bellicose fulminators will more lifeaffirming outcomes become possible.
Winslow Myers, the author of “Living Beyond War: A Citizen’s Guide,”
serves on the Board of Beyond War, a non-profit educational foundation
whose mission is to explore, model and promote the means for humanity
to live without war. Myers writes for PeaceVoice.
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The Law and Halloween

By Zachariah Parry
Halloween is not just for children anymore. By some estimates,
Americans spend over $8 billion on
Halloween. That includes roughly
$2.9 billion on costumes, $2.3 billion on candy, $2.2 billion on decorations, with the remaining $600
million spent on greeting cards and
pet accessories. But candy retailers
and costume makers are not the
only ones trying to capitalize on the
inclination during Halloween for
money to change hands.
Indeed, more than a few “entrepreneurial” individuals have tried to
take advantage of All Hallow’s Eve,
though their venue of choice has not
been a haunted house, but a courthouse. At least one has taken advantage of constitutional protections and used Halloween as a creative way to add fuel to a fiery
neighborhood feud. Others yet,
with delicate sensibilities, see Halloween as a religious affront that

must be stopped. These cases range
from spooky to hilarious to just
plain deranged.
The Screaming Carpet
and the Hostile Work
Environment
One plaintiff, a Puerto Rican
employee of the Department of Justice of Puerto Rico, sued her employers for damages arising from
creating and subjecting the employee to a hostile work environment and violating her free exercise
of religion, among others. Among
the plaintiff’s allegations were the
following:
From the time [Plaintiff] began
work, she objected to the decoration of government offices with
witches and goblins during the Halloween season because, as a Pentecostal Christian, she found this celebration of paganism offensive.
In October 2004 the Halloween
decorations at the Department of
Justice were more elaborate, and,

The Adventure Continues!

By the Duke of Fremont Street
As The Duke Of Fremont Street and Las Vegas Treasure Hunter, I’ve
had the privilege of traversing six of the seven continents over the last
four decades. I consider the memories I’ve amassed while trekking to
these far-off lands priceless.
Although I’m still actively considering new adventures, I’m certain
I’ve been on more than I will be on again. Not too long ago I scrapped my
plans to travel across Sierra Leone into Liberia. Logistics held up my
plans and now with the Ebola pandemic, a voluntary expedition to those
Western African countries would be nothing short of foolhardy. I’m not
at all interested in contracting a possible life-threatening virus or experiencing an extended quarantine unnecessarily.
I’m happy to have taken the safaris and expeditions when I did because our world is becoming increasingly perilous for the traveler.
Pandemics such as Ebola, numerous civil wars and regional conflicts,
and the threat of ISIS and other fanatical Islamic militant groups are many
of the common sense reasons to stay closer to home. It’s sad that there are
literally entire regions of the planet that are off-limits to the civilized
world, making travel impossible!
Remember the airliner shot out of the air recently? It’s amazing that in
the 21st century travel to many far destinations is virtually impossible. If
that weren’t enough of a deterrent, how many consider air travel lessthan-desirable? I believe it is a totally dehumanizing experience. In fact,
the indignities of air travel keep me from roaming the planet as I once
did. I believe with added medical screening and security features being
put in place the air travel experience will become even more personally
non-gratifying. Now many air carriers are introducing new aircraft floor
plans that will allow even less personal space to the traveler. I recall the
last time I flew from Heathrow to O’Hare, an 8-hour-plus flight, I stood
in the back of the plane rather than being smothered by the obese passenger who had the seat next to me.
Ever notice how there are more and more incidents of passenger rage
disrupting flights recently? I believe this is related to people being treated
with indignity and at the same time their personal freedoms are taken
away in the name of security. I see nothing positive developing in the
near future to stop this.
What’s the solution to these dilemmas? It’s sad to say that I have no
answer to that question. I suppose one must recognize these new travel
realities, weigh the consequences and decide for himself whether the destination is worth the journey.
The Duke Of Fremont Street, Las Vegas Treasure Hunter
Buyer & Seller of Precious Metals, Patron & Trader of Vintage U.S.
Coins and Currency
Email:TheDukeOfFremontStreet@cox.net
Websites: www.IBuyCoins.com, www.TheDukeOfFremontStreet.com
Twitter: @DukeOfFremont
Facebook: Personal; The Duke Of Fremont Street
Public Figure; The Duke Of Fremont Street
Telephone (702) 561-9431
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establishment to which we’re referring) to force their way into that establishment that very decidedly
wants to maintain a different kind
of atmosphere and clientele. As
long as the business is consistent in
the way it deals with its customers
and public, it seems like the business has a right to develop its own
look and atmosphere and style, as
long as it is NOT anti-men, antiyouth, or anti-singles.
Which brings me up to same-sex
wedding planners. There may be
some same-sex wedding planners
already on the scene — even though
it might be a brand-new business
opportunity here in Las Vegas, and
although it, too, might be criticized
for being “exclusive” to a certain
clientele — but chances are just
about any wedding planner could
make that tiny adjustment for the
same-sexness of it all. However,
what if one simply could not adjust
to that difference — perhaps be-

cause of some ingrained belief that
such a union is not “God’s will” or
perhaps for something as simple as
not having a cake-maker on board
who is willing to create two grooms
for the top piece on the cake? It
should not matter; if that establishment cannot, or chooses not to, be
totally on board with planning a
same-sex wedding, the happy
couple should go to one that will
make their union day a happy occasion all around. One would think
they would want that happy, joyous,
free-flowing, all-around good will
pulsing through every member of
those involved in their togetherness
day.
Here again we might have a case
of “I want to have the freedom to
force you to accommodate me, but
I don’t want you to have the freedom to tell me that it goes against
your religious grain or against the
religious grain of someone on your
staff.” Remember, this is NOT the
only wedding planner in town, and

On The
Legal
Front

if possible, more pagan than ever.
In particular there was a carpet that
emitted a horrific scream whenever
anyone walked on it. This scream
was a continual reminder to [Plaintiff] that her religious beliefs were
not respected by her employer.
After an analysis of the facts and
the law, the Court dismissed her
complaint, finding “[t]he cats, goblins or screeching mat alone do not
convey an endorsement of any religious belief. Such decorations, like
Halloween costumes and parties,
are linked to the seasonal celebration of a fun-loving tradition in
which children are particularly involved in classrooms, neighborhood gatherings and trick or treating... Halloween lost its religious
and superstitious overtones long
ago.”
Double Double, Toil
and Trouble
In a 1994 Florida case, the parent of a student sued the school alleging that the school’s use of symbols of witches, cauldrons, and
brooms created an excessive entanglement with religion (specifically, the Wiccan religion) and
therefore violated the Establishment
Clause of the U.S. Constitution.
Both the trial court and appellate
court found in favor of the school.
The court’s decision hardly
needed the justification it provided:
“the costumes and decorations
serve to make Halloween a fun day

for students and serve an educational purpose by enriching their
educational background and cultural awareness,” which promotes
a secular, not religious, purpose,
and therefore does not violate the
Establishment Clause.
Costumes for Customs
Not all Halloween cases involve
opportunistic plaintiffs, however.
For example, in a 2003 international
trade case, the Federal Circuit court
of appeals was tasked with classifying certain imports for the purpose of the imposition of international tariffs. The defendant, the
U.S. Government, argued that the
United States Customs Service’s
classification of Halloween costumes as “festive articles” was appropriate, whereas, Rubie’s Costume Company, the plaintiff (and
the largest manufacturer of costumes in the U.S.) believed the Custom Service had it wrong, and that
the costumes would more appropriately be classified as “wearing apparel.”
In a 7,000-word opinion, the
Circuit Court weighed the various
factors and concluded, “[w]hen the
imported textile costumes are of a
flimsy nature and construction,
lacking in durability and generally
not recognized as normal articles of
wearing apparel, it is neither illogical nor unreasonable to conclude
that the subject merchandise is classifiable as festive articles.”

Tombstone Insults Are
Protected Free Speech
At the climax of a neighborhood
feud, one neighbor erected six
tombstones in his yard one October. He inscribed them with descriptions of his offending neighbors’
deaths. Two of the six read as follows:
Old Man Crimp was a
Gimp who couldn’t hear.
Sliced his wife from ear to ear.
She died... he was fried.
Now they’re together
Again side by side!
— 1720 —
Here lies Jimmy,
The old towne idiot.
Mean as sin even without his gin.
No longer does he wear
That stupid old grin...
On no, not where
They’ve sent him!
—1690—
The court considered the tombstones under the “fighting words”
doctrine, which inhibits the freedom of speech insofar as they “by
their very utterance inflict injury or
tend to incite an immediate breach
of the peace.” However, “speech
inflicting psychic trauma alone—
without any tendency to provoke
responsive violence or an immediate breach of the peace,” does not
qualify as “fighting words,” and is
still constitutional protected. Thus,
insulting tombstones are fair game.
The House that Was Haunted
as a Matter of Law
One case from 1991 begins,
“Plaintiff, to his horror, discovered
that the house he had recently contracted to purchase was widely reputed to be possessed by poltergeists.” After discovering that the
house was haunted, the plaintiff
sought to rescind the sale. The trial
court refused to allow the rescission
and enforced the contract. The appellate court, though, sided with the
(See Legal Front, Page17)

(Continued from Page 15)
friends at a Mandalay Bay restaurant and was looking for a ride
when a woman he later identified
as Hicks approached him with the
offer.
During the course of the ride,
two other women in the car attempted to completely pull off
Batta’s pants. He stopped them, but
as he pulled his pants back on, he
noticed his wallet was missing.
When he confronted the women,
they began yelling and kicking
Batta. Then one of the women
yelled: “Get the gun.”
Batta said he attempted to get
out of the car while it was traveling through the valet area of Treasure Island, but the women continued to grab and kick him. When the
car stopped, Batta ran and the
women fired one shot in his direction.
Batta reported his stolen wallet,
which contained about $600, credit
cards and a driver’s license, to
Metro...Hicks was arrested on
counts of attempted murder, robbery with a deadly weapon, battery
to commit mayhem robbery or
grand larceny, conspiracy to commit robbery and discharging a firearm within a structure, vehicle or
prohibited area.
As far back as 2008, I was facing interference from Lt. Karen
Hughes and her Vice unit for trying to put a stop to these types of
crimes against tourists. As a matter
of fact, I can really trace the begin-

ning of my disciplinary history to
an email Hughes wrote to my chain
of command in May of 2010 about,
“the tone of this email and others
before it.” You can’t criticize the
QUEEN OF VICE even if what you
are trying to do is protect tourists.
Patrol officers on the Strip have
dealt with Camelia Terry year after
year. She was a suspect in three
crimes (pickpockets) in one night at
one point. The crimes occurred at
the Luxor, at the MGM, and even
in broad daylight on the sidewalk
in front of Ballys. I continued to
attempt to share information with
Vice and the Tourist Crimes Unit
but got in more trouble every time
I tried to coordinate efforts to stop
the predators.
This information is often called,
‘intelligence’ and it is welcome by
most detectives in the LVMPD. You
can imagine how valuable information is to gang detectives when patrol shares names, vehicle descriptions, and criminal activity about
shootings, drug dealing, and other
violent crime. Sharing this type of
information is praised...trying to
fight Tourist Terrors on the Strip
was condemned and caused problems for patrol officers because this
was Vice ‘turf’...
I did everything possible to shed
light on what was happening and
the damage being done to tourists.
I’ve saved all of the emails related
to Camelia and had to just ‘grin’
when I saw her on the front page of
the RJ (at least she was on the front

page of the online edition).
I saw so many felony crimes in
progress on the Strip (just driving
home after my night shift). We
could do a reality TV show on this
problem and actually do ‘sting’s on
the HO’s. Maybe Langley Productions would like to get huge TV ratings by stealing this idea. It would
also contribute to CRIME PREVENTION!
I’m sure anyone driving on the
Strip as the sun was coming up
could watch (and even record) the
pickpockets and other activity involving prostitutes and tourists trying to find their way home. Most
victims are targeted because they
are ‘foreign’ tourists. The prostitutes predict that the victims won’t
return for court. These hookers are
right! They have it all figured out.
Too bad the police and prosecutors
can’t see the damage that is done
and punish these, often violent, career criminals in a manner that will
stop the terror and protect the reputation of Las Vegas and the
LVMPD.
I won’t hold my breath on this
until the strategic corruption ends
under new leadership.
Norm Jahn is a former LVMPD
lieutenant, who has also served as
a police chief in Shawano, Wisconsin, and has nearly 25 years of police experience. Jahn now contributes his opinions and ideas to help
improve policing in general, and in
Las Vegas in particular, through his
weekly column in the Las Vegas
Tribune.

theirs is NOT the only cake-maker
in town. I would kind of wonder,
right about now, that when it comes
to love (perhaps the reason why a
couple wants to get married in the
first place), why the couple
wouldn’t want all those involved to
be involved wholeheartedly and
with joy in their hearts. Why
wouldn’t they prefer to have all the
relevant elements of their wedding
planned in happiness and with good
will?
Sometimes people forget that
one’s business often reflects one’s
beliefs. For example, female business-owners who don’t have a
single thing against men in general
may prefer to have all-female establishments, whether for the atmosphere that they can provide their
clientele, or for the privacy that
women may prefer. (I once belonged to an all-female exercise
club and liked it that way since there
was a lot of dressing and undressing and slipping in and out of min-

eral baths and hot tubs and the like.)
And if one ran a sanctuary- or retreat-type of establishment that required customers/clients to be quiet
— to consider the peace and serenity of all — one would certainly be
justified in keeping out the rowdy
crowds who could not stop the chatter and clatter of their ordinary
ways. Why would it then seem unusual or unacceptable if one were
steeped in a certain religious tradition (whichever religion or tradition
it might be), and one lived one’s life
within those religious parameters,
that one would then open a business and continue believing along
those same religious lines? It
wouldn’t be strange at all.
Some people will see prejudice
or “ism” where there isn’t any.
Some people just want to not be
forced to accept the ways of the
world that they find offensive; that
they do not accept — imagine being forced to remove your
yarmulke, turban or hijab because

the sight of it might upset other customers; or to be forced to serve meat
or allow the eating of meat in your
vegetarian restaurant, something
you’ve spent your life avoiding.
Some people simply want to go
for a different look and feel to their
business — such as catering to the
female trade or the elderly market
— or carry on with their business
in the best way they know how in
keeping with their business plan,
their religious beliefs and their traditions.
I say you still can’t beat The
Golden Rule. In this case, it would
be: Allow for everyone else what
you would want others to allow for
you. That way no one will go
around forcing their “freedom to...”
on someone else’s “freedom not
to...”
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column
in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis,
email
her
at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.

By Zachariah B. Parry

Norm Jahn
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Follow the money as it flows
into buildings and up noses
By Thomas A. Nagy
Part 15 of a Series
Previously in this series this
writer suggested that it’s prudent to
“follow the money” when dissecting any case of injustice. This applies to every politician in America,
but especially to those within the
City of Las Vegas.
Another writer, an Israeli
woman, Shannon Snow, has been
writing a blog on this case also. Her
writing is found at: http://
jrshenkertrust.blogspot.com. In a
recent post, one of about two dozen
on the blog page, Snow brings up
money and the biological father of
the murder victim, Jason Ryan
Turner-Shenker. A reference is
made to the Shenker Academy in
Summerlin. A photo caption calls
the Shenker Academy “A disgrace
to Judaism” because it has been
funded by M. Arthur Shenker, Jr.,
who was Jason’s father.
The essential claim is this: According to Cynthia Turner, Arthur
Shenker told her immediately after
their son’s death that he had no
money to contribute to funeral expenses for his son. Yet, about thirty
days after Jason’s death on September 27, 2005, Shenker money was
spent on substantial expansion of
the Shenker Academy in
Summerlin. This school purports to
be a non-denominational preschool,
although its property is recorded
with the Clark County Recorder’s
Office as being owned by Temple
Sinai Las Vegas. Other reviewers
list the school as religious and Jewish.
This academy is not registered
with the State of Nevada Secretary

of State as a foreign or domestic
business. However, it charges a
pricey tuition for preschoolers; the
cost for a 2-year-old to attend is
$9,940 for a year of five-day weeks
of full day care. A parent can opt to
pay $940 each month. Additional
fees are required to register, and for
$1.00 per minute your child can
stay over the usual pick-up time.
The question is, who benefits from
these fees?
In researching the school I came
across this information: “Posted on
Sep 26, 2014 — Today, while dropping off my child at school, I saw a
Shenker teacher being handcuffed.
It makes me wonder the type of
teachers and the kind of staff they
have there. –Submitted by a parent”
Clearly, the tuition does not go
towards hiring the best available
teachers, unless those are the best
available teachers that Las Vegas,
Nevada has to offer. Exactly six
months earlier another parent

wrote: “Do not place your child in
this school! You’ll be lucky if your
teacher makes it through the entire

year without quitting or getting
fired.”
Some answers might be found

(Continued from Page 16)
plaintiff.
The court concluded, “the
buyer..., as a resident of New York
City, cannot be expected to have
any familiarity with the folklore of
the Village of Nyack. Not being a
‘local,’ plaintiff could not readily
learn that the home he had contracted to purchase is haunted.
Whether the source of the spectral
apparitions seen by defendant seller
are parapsychic or psychogenic,
having reported their presence in
both a national publication (Readers’ Digest) and the local press (in
1977 and 1982, respectively), defendant is estopped to deny their
existence and, as a matter of law,
the house is haunted.” The court
continued, “the notion that a haunting is a condition which can and
should be ascertained upon reasonable inspection of the premises is a
hobgoblin which should be exorcised from the body of legal precedent and laid quietly to rest.” In
other words, the seller has claimed
it is haunted, did not tell the buyer,
who is not from these parts, that it
was haunted, and cannot now claim
it isn’t. And because the buyer cannot discern the hauntedness from
reasonable inspection, he is excused
from performing his otherwise valid
contract.
The Witch Hat
Which Wasn’t All That
A patent case going back to 1953
found two parties in a dispute over
a witch’s hat. The plaintiff claimed
to have designed a distinctive hat
that defendant misappropriated, and
sued the defendant for all profits
made from the alleged copy. “The
‘witch hat’ or ‘Halloween hat’ of the
plaintiff is a cone-shaped hat, with
a serrated or scalloped edge running
the length or height of the cone and
containing a brim which is oval in
shape. Plaintiff claims that it placed
this hat on the market in 1946 and
that the characteristics of a serrated
edge and an oval shape had never
before appeared on a ‘witch hat’ or

‘Halloween hat.’”
According to the witch-hat
plaintiff, the scalloping of the cone
hat and its oval shape grant him a
monopoly over the design. The
court disagreed, reflecting, “[o]ur
grandmothers have engaged in scalloping... They would apply these
shapes to lace, embroidery, cloths
or other materials. Scalloping was
and is of common usage. Probably
no student of the needle trades
would ever think of claiming its
originality.” As to whether the oval
shape granted plaintiff special privileges, the court shared, “As we stop

to look at our own hats, we discover
that the brim and head opening are
and have been during our lives oval
in shape. Can this shape when combined with scalloping of part of the
hat be the basis for a monopoly?
The answer is obvious.” The court
found for the defendant.
*****
Zachariah B. Parry is a civil litigation attorney and partner at his
firm, Pickard Parry. He can be
reached at 702-910-4300, through
his firm’s website at www.
pickardparry.com, or his direct
email, zach@pickardparry.com.

Legal Front

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Vote for anyone but Judge Ochoa

Judge Vincent Ochoa should NOT be re-elected due to his disservice
and his misconduct.
It would be overstated and a lie to say that Judge Vincent Ochoa’s
conduct, on the Bench in family court, was anything remotely close to
being acceptable, unbiased, impartial, honorable or competent.
As a litigant in Judge Ochoa’s courtroom, I have, on a regular basis,
been personally threatened, prejudged, maligned, insulted, belittled, lied
to, cheated, and discriminated against; had wrongful TPO’s placed against
me, and had unfair judgments and court orders levied against me; my
court documents were ignored and disregarded, my attorneys were manipulated and intimidated; the legal process in court was convoluted and
was replaced by Judge Ochoa’s personal bias against me, all done without any regard for the health and welfare of my daughter, Makayla, by
keeping her separated from her mother, and placing unlawful and discriminatory legal court-ordered barriers and sanctions against me, in order to keep an innocent mother away from her minor child, for unknown
and unsubstantiated reasons.
Judge Ochoa is widely known for not thoroughly examining crucial
submitted documentation, along with randomly turning off the court recording devices at crucial moments during litigation; also unlawfully altering the courts minutes and records to justify his actions and inactions.
These actions, by Judge Vincent Ochoa, were formally submitted in a
complaint and sent to the Nevada Judicial Disciplinary Committee for
review by me earlier in the year.
I actually pity any party that is forced to be judged in Judge Vincent
Ochoa’s courtroom, as this would be like entering the “nightmare from
hell.” I especially warn and advise anybody that is considering voting for
Judge Vincent Ochoa in order for him to continue his reign of terror, to
seriously re-consider, and vote for anyone else but him.
Family Court Judges do not have an easy task, but unless all parties
are treated fairly and equally by the court, and are afforded their due
process rights, the system will fail each and every time.
Desiree Lucido (Mother of Makayla)

in the related edifice at the same address, Temple Sinai Las Vegas. This
temple is a “30-year-old” organization that was formerly known as
Temple Beth Am. But this is very
odd. Temple Beth Am came into
existence October 17, 2007, according to Nevada corporate records.
Temple Sinai Las Vegas was incorporated long before, on April 24,
1992. After a “name change,” the
property at 9001 Hillpointe Road in
Summerlin passed through a Nevada company called Nevada Senior Services, Inc. from Temple
Beth Am to Temple Sinai. Only
Nevada Senior Services, Inc. is
thirty years old. Temple Sinai runs
the Shenker Academy on the same
property that houses its temple and
religious school.
In 2007 a ten-thousand square
foot expansion building opened at
Temple Sinai. The temple had been
operating from and in temporary
trailers since its inception. This new
investment allowed services to be
held in a fixed building, which was
an improvement over prior conditions. More space was needed for
permanent classrooms and congregation space for services. Another
six million dollars ($6,600,000) had
been raised, allowing Temple Sinai
to construct another new building.
Ground was broken for construction in September 2013, and its
opening planned for July this year.
Temple Sinai will have doubled its
permanent space to near 40,000
square feet when that project is
complete.
Classrooms do not teach. Educators teach. Putting money into
schools does not improve education
unless students and teachers alike
focus on curriculum and apply
themselves to absorption. People
build fancy malls, like the new
Summerlin Downtown, but glamorous buildings do not sell products.
Salespeople sell. Buildings attract
people to marvel and gawk, but
that’s about it. Education within
Temple Sinai and Shenker Academy classrooms will only be as
good as its teachers, and the operational philosophy that is actually
applied in its classrooms.
My paternal grandmother’s
grandfather was an educator in
Hungary. In a way, he is still teaching in Israel. His name was Rabbi
David Kaufman, and he was a professor in a Jewish University in
Hungary. He wrote two “important”
textbooks before he died almost
twelve decades ago. Those textbooks, I’ve been given to understand, have recently been in use in
Israel Yeshivas, still and continuously after that many decades. It’s
the content that matters.
Those who have contributed that
substantial amount of $6.6 million,
and much more, to Temple Sinai

and Shenker Academy have no
doubt not been informed regarding
who Arthur Shenker was. It is unlikely that they would have freely
donated enough money for a temporary trailer, let alone a sanctified
space, had they known the “real”
Artie Shenker. In another venue,
someone asked a pertinent question: to what extent was Jason
Turner-Shenker’s father an ‘alienated parent?’ This strikes at the
heart of the matter. Artie Shenker
was indeed an alienated father. It
has been told to me that Jason
would sit in front of his house week
after week as a boy of four, five and
six years old waiting for his father
to go pick him up. Week after week,
Arthur Shenker would not show. He
left his son sitting in this Mojave
Desert heat for hours, only to disappoint him week after week, each
time with a different excuse. It got
old after a while. It didn’t take any
persuasion from Jason’s mother to
“alienate” Jason and his father,
Arthur; the parent needed no help
achieving that himself.
Years later, when Jason was almost nine and again when he was
twelve, visits to see his father were
opportunities to see Artie Shenker
high on cocaine. It seems there were
always lines laid out ready to snort.
Surely this was no secret within the
influential community of Clark
County. Those lines of coke were
available to anyone who dropped by
Artie’s place on Viking Road. during those years he lived there, in a
house he purchased for $380,000
and conveniently sold less than
three years later, in a good market,
to an elderly California couple for
$100,000. “Follow the money” off
glass tabletops and portable mirrors
and into hungry nostrils.
Mayor Carolyn Goodman was
present at the groundbreaking of the
Temple Sinai expansion last year.
Her husband, Oscar Goodman, the
former mayor, was, as previously
mentioned, Morris Shenker’s
protégé in law decades earlier. It
must have been through Morris
Shenker’s influence that Goodman
became president of the national
Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers in 1981, while he was
Shenker’s attorney.
This tells this writer, and I suspect others, that some financial contributors to the Shenker Academy
at Temple Sinai have known the real
Artie Shenker for years and chose
to look the other way. Shannon
Snow might be right: The Shenker
Academy might truly be a disgrace
to Judaism.
Thomas A. Nagy is the author of
Cannabis Consumer Handbook
available at Amazon.com, and the
blog
ReGeneration
at
blogspot.com. Email direct at:
thomas.a.nagy717@gmail.com.
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EarthTalk is written and edited by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss
and is a registered trademark of E - The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.com). Send questions to:
earthtalk@emagazine.com. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/
subscribe; Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: I have heard
that fracking is becoming a major
environmental issue in the U.S.
Which parts of the country are already hosting fracking operations? Are there efforts underway
to stop the practice in specific
states or across the country? — Jim
Ross, Toronto, ON
Fracking, short for hydraulic
fracturing, is a process whereby
drillers blast millions of gallons of
water, sand and hazardous chemicals at high-pressure into sub-surface rock formations to create fractures that facilitate the flow of recoverable oil or gas. The technique
has proven so effective at reaching
previously hard-to-access reserves
that it has helped spur a boom in
natural gas production around the
country.
This influx of domestic natural
gas means lower home heating
costs and thousands of new jobs in
the industry. But opponents point to
dozens of fracking-related accidents in recent years and worry that
the technique is polluting groundwater and air and poisoning communities — all to get at more fossil
fuels when we’d all be better off
moving more quickly toward developing clean, renewable energy
sources.
While fracking goes on all
across the country, the Marcellus
Shale, a layer of sedimentary bedding under the Allegheny plateau
that spans nine northeastern and
Mid-Atlantic States, has become
America’s primary fracking
grounds. Thanks to fracking and
other new extraction techniques, the
gas industry is now able to access
the natural gas in the Shale and beginning in 2006 commenced big
extraction operations in parts of
western New York State, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and elsewhere.

Geologists estimate there may be as
much as 489 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas — 400 times what New
York State uses in a year —
throughout the Shale. The race is
now on to extract as much as possible as quickly as possible.
But it’s this very gold rush mentality that has led to many so-called
“fraccidents” in and around the
Shale. The group Earthjustice
tracks and publicizes such incidents
online via its “Fracking Gone
Wrong” campaign. They list dozens of examples of tainted drinking water, polluted air and industrial disasters caused or exacerbated
by fracking at or near extraction
sites since operations began six
years ago.”
“Wherever Marcellus development has occurred in Pennsylvania,
reports of poisoned water, sick kids
and dead animals have followed,”
reports Marcellus Protest, an alliance of western Pennsylvania organizations seeking to halt fracking
operations. The group coordinates
anti-fracking efforts, organizes
demonstrations and produces educational materials, including the
website MarcellusShale.org, a
clearinghouse on fracking and related activism. Its advocacy work
helped convince the Pittsburgh city
council to ban fracking there back
in 2010 and is now working to extend the ban to other areas in the
region and beyond.
The controversy has not escaped
Hollywood. The 2010 HBO film,
Gasland, followed Josh Fox around
the U.S. on a quest to find out what
impact fracking was having on
communities after he was asked to
lease his own land for hydraulic
fracturing. And a forthcoming Gus
Van Sant film, Promised Land, starring Matt Damon focuses on a small
farming town that sells its agricul-

The Natural Resources Defense Council calls the greening of pro sports “a cultural shift of historic proportions,”
bringing important environmental messages to millions of fans worldwide while becoming “more efficient,
healthy and ecologically intelligent.” Pictured: The San Francisco Giants’ AT&T Park, which has saved
substantial amounts of energy through a series of lighting retrofits.
tural land to frackers and pays a lighting retrofits. Another is the vironmentally sensitive manner.
heavy price in losing a lifestyle and building of a 3-megawatt photovol- Alliance members represent more
a livelihood while jeopardizing taic solar array at NASCAR’s than 100 teams and venues from 13
public health. Activists hope these Pocono Raceway, which offsets different leagues.
For teams that want to go green
films will go a long way to convince 3,100 metric tons of CO2 each year
Americans and their elected offi- and provides enough power to op- but don’t know where to start,
erate the raceway and 1,000 nearby NRDC created a Greening Advisor
cials to say no to more fracking.
homes. Still another is basketball’s program, featuring sustainability
*****
Dear EarthTalk: How eco- Minnesota Timberwolves’ con- tips and green inspiration. Teams
friendly are professional sports struction of a 2.5 acre green roof from each of North America’s maleagues and their teams? Which that prevents annually a million jor sports leagues can find treasure
stand out especially for their green gallons of storm water from spill- troves of information at the interefforts? — Al Simpson, Medina, ing into the Mississippi River from section of saving money and the
planet.
atop their Minneapolis arena.
OH
NRDC calls the greening of pro
NRDC hopes its report can help
Professional sports, like many
other pursuits, are getting greener educate sports professionals, their sports “a cultural shift of historic
every day. While pro leagues and suppliers and the millions of fans proportions” and delights in the fact
teams have traditionally been the that patronize the teams and their that “North America’s professional
last to go green, it has all changed venues about the business case for leagues, teams and venues have colin recent years. Maybe it’s the fact greening, from achieving cost sav- lectively saved millions of dollars
that wasting less saves money. Or ings and enhancing brands to de- by shifting to more efficient,
that going green generates good veloping new sponsorship opportu- healthy and ecologically intelligent
public relations. Or that it’s just the nities and strengthening community operations.”
“At the same time, the sports
right thing to do. Whether it’s any ties.
To further these goals, NRDC, greening movement has brought
or all-of-the-above, professional
sports certainly have never been along with Paul Allen’s Vulcan Inc., important environmental messages
launched the Green Sports Alliance to millions of fans worldwide,” says
greener.
The Natural Resources Defense in 2010, bringing together venue NRDC. “Sport is a great unifier,
Council (NRDC), a leading envi- operators, team executives and sci- transcending political, cultural, reronmental non-profit, has worked entists to exchange information and ligious and socioeconomic barriers.
with several sports teams and develop solutions to their environ- It also wields a uniquely powerful
leagues to green their operations, mental challenges. The findings influence [and] in so doing, proand has bundled a collection of case gathered are made available to Al- motes a non-political public comstudies into a recently released re- liance members so that they can mitment to environmental protecport, “Game Changer: How the better understand how sporting tion.”
*****
Sports Industry is Saving the Envi- events can be performed in an enronment.” One example is how
baseball’s San Francisco Giants
have so far saved 171,000 kilowatt
hours of energy at its stadium,
AT+T Park, through a series of

Hydraulic Fracturing, or “fracking,” involves blasting millions of gallons of water, sand and chemicals at
high-pressure into sub-surface rock to create fractures that facilitate the flow of recoverable oil or gas.
Opponents worry that the technique is polluting groundwater and air and poisoning communities. Pictured:
Drinking water from a well near a fracking site.
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Ferras concert opening for Katy Perry’s Prismatic World Tour at the MGM

Ferras expresses his feelings

By Sandy Zimmerman
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
during the concert
Vocalist/composer Ferras faces a
bright future following his appearances as opening act for Katy
Perry’s Prismatic North American
Tour. Ferras is busy preparing music for his contract with Katy’s new
record label.
Ferras explained, “I write songs
that are a combination of my influences, how I see myself and my
deepest feelings. I give voice to
people so they can realize I also feel
the same way they do. When anyone relates to me, I want to help
make them feel better about themselves. I express their feelings and
that is the greatest gift for an artist.
To give them a voice, that’s ultimately the best reward.”
For his concert, Ferras chose
songs that reflected his feelings
about life.
“No Good in Good Night” expresses a person’s wish to not want
the party to end. Life must have its
ups and downs but try to keep the
party going. Those moments of enjoyment must last a long time to
cover all of the problems.
Ferras’ song “Dirty Leather
Jacket” discussed a jacket that has
been with him over the years. The
dirty leather jacket is a clever analogy, a symbol for a friend.
Ferras wore this jacket during his
first sexual experiences and through
his happiest times. The jacket held
Ferras’ happy memories and became his favorite possession. Ferras’
feels, “Every time I wear the jacket,
I remember.”
“King of Sabotage” deals with
people who continually sabotage
themselves.
The song “Champagne” is about
being in love with somebody who
is really bad for you.
Ferras’ obsession with outer
space was the subject for his

ALIENS albums (2008), “When I
grew up, I feel that I didn’t belong,
felt my home was somewhere in the
universe. This was a metaphor for
people don’t understand or don’t fit
in. I wanted to meet similar minded
beings who don’t feel alien any
more. The thing that fascinated me,
there are many kids who don’t feel
they belong, feel they are different.
I want to say I felt like this too, we
are not alone in the universe. I did
find myself in Los Angeles.”
Ferras stands out on the stage
according to his moods you will see
him in braids, waves, pony tails, the
Samurai and other hair styles.
Ferras dresses the way he feel each
day.
Ferras began performing as a

child, he wore his mother’s clothes
and heals while standing in front of
a mirror. A hairbrush substituted for
a microphone.
You can download Ferras latest
songs on ITUNES and see some of
his performances on youtube. Visit

www.ferrasmusic.com.
*****
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist featuring Show and Dining reviews, travel, health, spas, luxury
and more. Sandy is talk show host

of the Las Vegas Today Show programs and Discover the Ultimate
Vacation travel specials. If you want
to suggest topics for articles, for
information or to ask any questions
about Sandy’s articles, call (702)
731-6491.
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Atmospheric Memory Play:
David Kranes’ “Nevada” at UNLV

By Marianne Donnelly
Las Vegas Tribune
“Nevada” is a “memory play”
described as a simile of Nevadian
experiences, “a place of discovery
and dreams, of almost having but
then losing, of hope and discouragement. It is a place where the central
remembering character, his best
friend and his girlfriend come to the
end of their journeying road.” It had
many great moments but felt
slightly disjointed at times.
Although David Kranes’ “Nevada” has clever staging, competent
lighting and effective set, the acting was slightly uneven with the
hyper, cowboy-wannabe lead just
“over the top” at times with a trope
“yippie-ie-yahe-ness,” although the
point of the play IS to show Las
Vegas’ numerous over-the-top characters familiar to us all — drunk
flirter; guileless off-key lounge
singer in attire 30 years behind; old
crooner with endless tales no one
listens to; harassed floor manager
always evaluating staff, complete
with clipboard; bartender who endures; card shark-turned opportunistic thief; innocent rich-gal, supporting everyone else’s dreams with

Author David Kranes
her body and especially her wallet;
and manic-gambler (complete with
incorrect two hands on throwing
dice).
We see these drifters and dreamers in six different staged areas
simultaneously...which is “dreamquality” blocking.
Each iconic character lives their
Western roles faithfully for tourists’
benefit, and atmosphere, in
“Nevada’s” ‘Golden Dude Casino,’
complete with amorphous gildedcowboy statue centered on the ol’
time bar mantle.
Acted primarily by members of

MFA Professional Training program at Nevada Conservatory Theatre UNLV, it succeeds at conveying a “lyrical non-realistic nuanced

“Hell is other people!”

Sartre’s NO EXIT at Cockroach Theatre
By Marianne Donnelly
Las Vegas Tribune
“Hell is other people” is the famous closing line in “No Exit.” This
well known existential play by
Jean-Paul Sartre opened last Friday
and will run through October 26th
at Art Square’s Cockroach Theatre.
This brilliant production is a
clear interpretation of Sartre’s
ninety-minute philosophical/psychological thriller play.
All aspects are perfect! John
Saltonstall’s stage design maximizes the small space. Lighting
(Erika Courtney), especially with
floor under-lighting, suggests an
out-of-this-world location. Costumes (Bryan Todd) are carefully
matched to these intense characters
with colors and elegant fabrics perfect to convey their personas. The
“fog scene” is done with restraint
giving this moment a lingering
quality. Sound quality in this theatre is a pleasure. And the cast was
as tight a team as I have ever seen
with three full-on characters growing in intensity in a steady ride to
“forever.” That’s a credit to direction by Bryan Todd.
Ryan Hess as the beguiling and
amused “Valet” has a wonderful
presence that rang natural with his
smile and deep voice.
Thomas Chrastka as the executed journalist “Cradeau” shows
a range of emotions and owns his
character. (Other productions of
“No Exit” have different names for
the Valet character as well as the
play, which is alternatively known
as In Camera, No Way Out, Vicious
Circle, Behind Closed Doors, and
Dead End.)
Jessica Chisum as “the bitch”
“Inez” was terrifying with her personal power, contained but available throughout the production,
from fire-in-her-eyes, severe red
hair, to command of posture and
gesture.
Jamie Carvelli as the ingenueterrible “Estelle” was perfectly coy
but not weak — ever the poseur and
provaceatur — and when her dark
deeds are revealed we are reminded
that people are not always what they
appear to be.
The sculpture-statue by KD
Matheson anchors the far side of the
stage with its appearance as a massively heavy iron icon in this eternal waiting room in “Hell.” It too
is illusion, for after the show a
gentle tap on it reveals it to be paper so well manipulated and painted
as to appear as iron nails and plating reminding one of a miniature
“torture coffin iron-maiden” which
again is an allusion to death and
pain. In fact, there are no clear cases
of iron-maidens being used but only
displayed at museums.
Nowhere is anything or anyone
what they appear to be in Sartre’s
world. And, that is the point.
Highly recommended by me!
cockroachtheatre.com/
Cockroach Theatre (702) 8183422 1025 S. First St. #110 Las
Vegas, NV (near Artifice, Arts Factory Bar and Bistro, off Charleston
at Main).

production” which uses a “visual
equivalent of heightened language.”
David Kranes is “emeritus professor of English at University of
Utah... graduating from Yale Drama
School. For fourteen years he
served as the artistic director of the
Sundance Institute’s Playwrights
Lab. During his teaching career,

Kranes received every teaching
award offered by the University of
Utah, including the prestigious
University Professor Award and
Ramona Cannon Teaching Award.”
(Source: “The Kings English
Bookshop” website.)
8 p.m., October 16-18.
Box Office: 702-895-2787
pacboxoffice@unlv.edu

Set of “No Exit” (C) Will Adamson

Actors, Models, Extras!
New interviews for jobs in Las
Vegas area. Earn $17-$165 hr.
Ages 3 and older. All experience
levels. No up front agency fees.
702-530-9176

OCTOBER 24TH
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Country Music Cole Swindell This Week
to perform at Gilley’s Saloon in Las Vegas
Vegas’ most popular Halloween
events returns — this year with a
gaggle of circus sideshow oddities
in tow: The Neon Museum’s
Boneyard Bash. Every attendee is

By Mike Kermani
Las Vegas Tribune
Up-and-coming country music
singer/songwriter Cole Swindell
will perform for one night only at
Gilley’s Saloon, Dance Hall & BarB-Que on Monday, October 27 at
9 p.m.
Swindell’s introduction to the
country music industry began when
he sold merchandise on tour with
Luke Bryan, whom he’d once
opened some shows for in Georgia.
For the second consecutive year,
Swindell will open for Bryan on
“The Farm Tour.”
Swindell continues to win fans
over with his 2013 breakout single,
“Chillin’ It.” He released his selftitled debut album in February
2014.
Swindell performs Monday,
October 27 at 9 p.m. There is no
cover charge to attend the performance.
Gilley’s Saloon, Dance Hall &
Bar-B-Que at Treasure Island
3300 S. Las Vegas Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
*****
VENTRILOQUIST AND
STAND-UP COMEDIAN
RONN LUCAS AT THE
SUNCOAST
Ventriloquist Ronn Lucas and
his cast of characters will perform
a mix of stand-up comedy and improvisations at the Suncoast Showroom on November 8 and 9.
Honing his talent at a young age,
Lucas was inspired by the ventriloquists he saw on television, such as
Jimmy Nelson and his doll Danny
O’Day on the “Texaco Star Theater.” By the time he was 10, Lucas
was able to speak without moving
his mouth.
Lucas is recognized as the first
ventriloquist to headline a longrunning show in Las Vegas and has
received numerous awards for his
performances, including being
termed “The World’s Best Ventriloquist” by The New York Times and
The London Times.
During his show, Lucas voices
his characters Scorch the Dragon,
Buffalo Billy and Chuck the Disposable Punk Rocker. In 1992,
Lucas voiced Scorch the Dragon in
Scorch’s self-titled television show
on CBS.
Throughout the years, Lucas has
appeared on numerous television
sitcoms, including “Nip Tuck,”
“L.A. Law” and “Night Court.” In
1990, he starred in his self-titled
program “The Ronn Lucas Show,”
broadcast in the United Kingdom.
In 2009, he was featured in the
documentary “I’m No Dummy,”
which explored the world of ven-

triloquism through various clips and
interviews.
Showtime each evening is 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available from
$15.95, plus tax and convenience
fees. Tickets can be purchased at
any Boyd Gaming Box Office, by
calling 702.284.7777, or visiting
www.suncoastcasino.com.
*****

OLD MAN CANYON FREE
SHOW AT HARD ROCK
HOTEL NOVEMBER 8
Vancouver’s Old Man Canyon
hits the road next month for a tour
down the West Coast in support of
debut EP, Phantoms & Friends. The
dark-folk outfit have a sound that
blends Coldplay with Edward
Sharp & The Magnetic Zeros and
Margo & The Nuclear So & Sos
(wow, say that three times fast!).
Phantoms and Friends is veiled
in mystery, shrouded in the aura of
a dark dreamland. AudioTree says
Old Man Canyon, “Speaks on
dreams, doubt and regret in simple
but well-structured phrasing. Their
authentic approach to musical creation puts poignant thoughts above
contemporaries. The willingness to
break folk rules contributes to this
authenticity.”
Saturday, November 8-10 pm
Old Man Canyon @ Hard Rock
Cafe LV at Hard Rock Hotel
4475 Paradise Road
Las Vegas, NV
http://www.hardrock.com/cafes/
las-vegas-at-hard-rock-hotel/
ALL AGES FREE
*****
NEON MUSEUM
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
WITH BONEYARD BASH
This Year’s Theme: Carnival
Sideshow.
On Friday, Oct. 31, one of Las

strongly encouraged to come
dressed in sideshow-inspired attire.
Guests will enjoy letting their
freak flags fly in the Neon Museum
Boneyard after dark, as well as live
entertainment, appearances by the
cast of Evil Dead, food trucks,
FREE beer, wine and signature

By Mike Kermani

cocktail courtesy of Las Vegas Distillery, Banger Brewing, Big Dog’s
Brewing Company, Joseph James
Brewing Company, Barefoot Wine
& Bubbly and Tenaya Creek Brewery (while supplies last; cash bar
also available). Food vendors include Senor Blues, Funnel Cake
Café and birthday cupcakes by
Freed’s Bakery.
Following the Boneyard Bash,
ticket holders can head to Velveteen
Rabbit for an after party, which will
include a complimentary Halloween cocktail and free “spooky”
makeup application by professional
makeup artists.
Specialty acts, stilt walkers, jugglers, midway games, tarot card
readers and spirited Halloween revelers. Johiah of 93.1 The Party will
serve as the emcee and Tote City
will be the evening’s DJ. Souvenir
photos to be provided by
Shutterbooth
Friday, October 25
General admission: 7–10 p.m.
The Neon Museum
770 Las Vegas Blvd., North
Las Vegas, NV 89101
$45 for general admission purchased in advance; $55 at the door;

$40 for Neon Museum members.
Tickets can be purchased at
www.NeonMuseum.org.
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper. He writes a weekly
column in this newspaper. To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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By the Las Vegas Tribune Roving Reporter
Photos by Dave “Bananas” Williams
and Lorraine Thompson
Once again, they lived up to their name. The
Non Club Club F.I.O.R.E. (Fun Italians Organizing Ridiculous Events) rocked the Italian American Club on Columbus Day, in a Tarantella fashion.
They combined, and successfully pulled it off
with flying colors.
Las Vegas Witches anxious to be a part of the
fun, were willing to “broom-pool” to attend the
event.
Skeletons, ghosts, pirates, a Roman Emperor,
Cleopatra, Wonder Woman, Kings and Queens,
a baby with diamonds, a geisha, a sexy nurse, a
lady with a hat, a man with a cape, a guy in a suit
(!), and even a con-dolier contributed to a real
“spooktacular’ evening. To quote the lyrics of a
romantic song of the past: “They did the mash...
the monster mash... it was a graveyard smash.”
Mrs. Maria Spagnola, a lovely lady who has
more energy than many folks half her age, very
witty, with a keen sense of humor, added to the
excitement by celebrating her 96th birthday.
Bravo, Maria! Centanni e di piu! President and
First Lady Eddie and Marta DeVries couldn’t
think of a more enjoyable place for their 15
guests, all employees of the Fort Knox Storage.
The guys and girls of the F.I.O.R.E. never
cease to amaze me.
Mark your calendar for Thursday, November
13th for the monthly FIORE luncheon with guest
speaker Prof. Alan Balboni, Ph.D.
To learn more about F.I.O.R.E. go to
www.nonclubclubfiore.com and be sure to check
their “about us” page.

Hey there, Toots, put on your dancing boots...
come on and dance with me.

Lovely Witches Cheryl Bella and Pietra Sardelli “broompooled” to the party to avoid the Spaghetti Bowl.

Rick Reffner, Shannon Sheldon, The Duke of Fremont Street,
Spi Der Ella and Brenda WIlliams.
An extremely tall Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga.

Singer Impressionist Barbara
Bright seems to be saying
“Too much pasta.”

Artie Schroeck went all out and
squandered money on his costume.

I can believe they still dance this way.

Brenda and Dave ‘Bananas’ Williams.

Getting things started.

Charming ladies: Toni Reiser
and Jane Lubarsky.

We hope Maria will remember this birthday for many years to come.

A slow gondola to Palermo.

The smiles tell the story. Standing are Celia and Dr. Wil Krom, Cindy Joseph,
Wayne and Mary Hood. Seated are Sam and Jan Palermo and Beverly Saperstein.

Lena Walther and Lorraine Thompson.

F.I.O.R.E. Spooktacular Halloween
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The Palermos, Sam and Jan, showing Baubles,
Beads, Bangles and Teeth.

The guys.

Norm and Arlene Nivans with Nelson.

Colorful foursome.

Gary Anderson does a solo... condolier taps... maybe not.

Eddie and Marta DeVries and some of guests.

Nurse Skretchit checks Esther Lynn. If you
like your nurse, you can keep your nurse.

Bambi Jonesor Nurse Skretchit hears
a song in Don Hill’s heart.

The bride of
Frankenstein Jr.
Lovely Anita Mazaroti
disguised well.

In this corner, the baby and still
Empress, Linda November.

Known Gamblers anonymous. The ones who say
they broke even. Cindy Joseph, Wayne Hood,
Beverly Saperstein and Mary Hood.

Wayne and Mary Hood with Nelson and Conrad Villella.

Artie Schroeck, Judy Coco and Linda November.

Ambassador Evelyn Cannestra,
Maria Spagnola and Nelson Sardelli.

President Joe DeBlase and the lovely Maria.

We’ve been waiting for you.

Stephen and Carolyn Jacobs...
They did not bring Trigger this time.

A toast and some smiles.

Is the Skeleton Smiling?

You make me feel so young.
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Caesars Entertainment Properties in
Las Vegas offer Same-Sex Weddings

By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
The resort properties in Las Vegas within the Caesars Entertainment group of companies are home
to 17 chapel locations where
couples can tie the knot, offering
skilled and wedding coordinators
with customizable packages for the
perfect ceremony.
View packages at http://
www.caesarspalace.com/weddings/las-vegas/index.html. Wedding venues available — to everyone! — include:
The High Roller
Observation Wheel
A distinctive icon in the center
of the Las Vegas skyline, the High
Roller Las Vegas is an extraordinary location for a 30-minute wedding ceremony. Reaching heights of
550-feet, wedding packages for this
largest observation wheel in the
world offer the most romantic and
breathtaking views of the Las Vegas Strip.
Paris Las Vegas
Paris Las Vegas is known for
enchantment and offers two Parisian-inspired indoor chapels reminiscent of the City of Lights.
Caesars Palace
Caesars Palace contains three
indoor wedding chapels set amidst
the opulent Roman-inspired resort
and two beautiful outdoor gardens
surrounded by a five-acre pool oasis.
Flamingo Las Vegas
Flamingo Las Vegas, known for
its picturesque wedding venues on
the Las Vegas Strip, offers five extravagant ceremony settings.
Planet Hollywood
Resort & Casino
Planet Hollywood rolls out an
authentic red carpet in this exclusive experience with step and repeat boards complete with
paparazzi.
The Quad Hotel & Casino (soon
to be LINQ Hotel & Casino) Skyline Chapel at The Quad Hotel &
Casino creates wedding packages
that focus on the fun of getting and
being married.
And for the perfect LGBTQ
wedding reception or post-ceremony celebration, visit Liaison
Nightclub at Bally’s , the first gay
nightclub in a casino on the Las
Vegas Strip.
For the ultimate in group celebration and arrangements, Total
Experiences, a personalized concierge service for small groups, will
make it all come together at no additional cost.
For more information, please
visit www.totalexperiences.com.
*****
COMMONWEALTH TO
THROW ‘MONSTERS BALL’
Commonwealth, located in the
revitalized Fremont East District of
Downtown Las Vegas, will host
“Monsters Ball,” a Halloweenthemed bash on Friday, Oct. 31,
starting at 7 p.m.
World renowned burlesque performer Ms. Redd will headline a sequence of sexy burlesque perfor-

mances starting at 10 p.m. Guests
may also enjoy shows from local
burlesque master Aya Fontaine and
the stunning Zosa Pistola.
Halloween enthusiasts are encouraged to dress to impress at the
chance of winning $1,000 for the
best overall costume, $500 for the
sexiest costume and $500 for the
scariest costume. Live DJ sets with
sounds by Impact and Cuzzy on the
rooftop and DJ Turbulence on the
main floor will have goblins and
ghosts dancing all night long.
*****
LEGENDS WELCOMES
BARBRA STREISAND
TRIBUTE ARTIST
The dynamic cast of Legends in
Concert , Las Vegas’ longest-running live tribute show at Flamingo
Las Vegas, introduced Barbra
Streisand to its cast of award-winning tribute artists on Monday,
Sept. 29.
Through the end of the year, the
talented Sharon Owens will honor
the legendary Barbra Streisand with
her uncanny resemblance and
breathtaking vocal range of three
full octaves.
The current cast has a range of
music legends, from contemporary
pop stars to classic icons. With 11
performances every week in the
Donny & Marie Showroom, guests
will be able to watch the stars align
with show times including: Sunday
and Monday at 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., Tuesday at 9:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
at 4:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
*****
HOUSE OF BLUES
FOUNDATION GRANT
STRENGTHENS MUSIC
PROGRAMS AT LAS VEGAS’
WILLIAM E. ORR
MIDDLE SCHOOL
International House of Blues
Foundation has awarded a
$2,496.35 grant in support of William E. Orr Middle School’s marching band as part of the 2014 Action
for the Arts Grants. The school will
receive their new instruments and
equipment on Thursday, Oct. 23 at
2:30 p.m.
“Music has the power to create
opportunities and open doors.” Said
International House of Blues Foundation Executive Director Marjorie
Gilberg. “We are dedicated to connecting emerging young artists with
musical opportunities and resources
through programs like our Action
for the Arts Grants.”
Orr will receive two alto saxophones and various jazz equipment
to allow more students the chance
to practice and lead to more opportunities for the community.
The Foundation’s 2014 Action
for the Arts Grants Program
awarded $220,000 to 63 schools
and organizations reaching
underserved youth in communities
nationwide. Additional schools and
organizations in the Las Vegas area
receiving Action for the Arts grants
include: After-School All-Stars,
Canyon Springs High School band,
Fremont Middle School Orchestra,

Girls Rock Vegas, Mariachi Azul
and NyE Communities Coalition.
*****
MARGARITAVILLE LAS
VEGAS TO HOST A TWOWEEKEND PRE-CONCERT
POOL PARTY
Margaritaville Las Vegas, located on the strip at the Flamingo
Hotel and Resort, is gearing up for
Jimmy Buffett’s back-to-back
weekend concerts at the MGM Garden Arena with its annual Pre-Concert Pool Parties at the Flamingo
GO Pool.
Kicking-off the weekend’s festivities is a live performance by the
Boat Drunks, a tropical Rock ‘n’
Roll band from Champaign, Illinois, on Friday, October 17 at 10:30
p.m. at Margaritaville Las Vegas.
On both Saturday, October 18 and
25, the pool party event begins at
11 a.m. (10 a.m. for Cabana VIPs
and a select number of Fins Up
Club members). Locals and visitors
of all ages can enjoy complimentary admission to the outdoor party
featuring a DJ, flair show, live performances by Trop Rock band
Tommy Rocker and giveaways. A
special menu of Margaritaville food
and drinks will be available for purchase.
It’s 5 o’clock Somewhere will
take on a new meaning during these
Saturday events with a group vow
renewal available for all qualifying
guests. Couples that would like to
participate in the 5 p.m. renewal
should e-mail a copy of their marriage
license
to
sure@flamingolasvegas.com. Participants are required to check-in
with an ID and sign an affidavit
prior to the ceremony conducted by
an ordained officiant.
As a toast to weekend celebrations, Margaritaville will offer
“Feather of the Parrot” happy hour
drink specials on Sundays from 10
a.m. - 2 p.m.
For more information, please
visit MargaritavilleLasVegas.com
or call 702.733.3302.
WHEN: Friday, October 17 at
10:30 p.m.; Saturday, October 18
and October 25 from 11 a.m.–6
p.m.; Sunday, October 19 and 26
from 10 a.m.–2 p.m.
COST: Complimentary admittance into pre-concert pool party
WHERE: Margaritaville Las
Vegas and Flamingo GO Pool
*****
FREAKLING BROS.
ANNOUNCES THE
TERRIFYING RETURN OF
THE VICTIM EXPERIENCE
ON OCTOBER 24
Freakling Bros., Las Vegas’ premiere haunted attraction, has announced that due to overwhelming
demand, The Victim Experience
will make its horrifying return this
October. Originally debuted in October 2013, The Victim Experience
is a one-of-a-kind, terrifyingly realistic and utterly hellish experience
for a special kind of thrill seeker.
The Victim Experience will run
Oct. 24 - 26 and Oct. 31 .
Available for only four nights

this October, The Victim Experience offers a terrifyingly realistic,
traumatic and horrifying test of psychological fortitude for those who
think they have what it takes.
Tickets are limited and can be
purchased online only at
www.victimexperience.com. Tickets are $120 for the Oct. 24–26 experiences and $150 for Halloween
night. The experience includes
safety training, orientation, a decompression period with complimentary drinks and a special edition “Survivor” shirt for those who
make it through the experience. All
victims must be 18 years or older
and must be prepared to experience
psychological, emotional and sensory torture, including physical
contact and harassment, with zero
retaliation.
Located at the Grand Canyon
Shopping Center at 4245 S. Grand
Canyon Dr. (Flamingo and the 215
Beltway), Freakling Bros. The Trilogy of Terror operates from 7 p.m.
to midnight on Fridays and Saturdays and from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday–Thursday. Tickets are $12
for “Circus of Horrors” and “Castle
Vampyre” and $15 for “Gates of
Hell.” Line-pass t-shirts are available for $10 and are valid all month.
Discounts are available for combining houses and multiple visits, including the $30 “Freak Pass” for all
three haunts and the $40 “All You
Can Scream” pass. To enter the
“Gates of Hell” you must be at least
17 years of age or accompanied by
an adult, and you must sign a consent form. Dates of operation for
The Trilogy of Terror are Oct. 9–
12 and Oct. 16–31.
*****
LIFE TIME ATHLETIC
SUMMERLIN TO
CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
WITH “SPOOKTACULAR”
POOLSIDE PARTY
Life Time Athletic Summerlin
will welcome little ghosts and goblins this Halloween season with the
“Spooktacular” children’s fair from
5 to 8 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 25, at
Life Time’s resort-style outdoor
pool. “Spooktacular” will be open
to both members and non-members
of Life Time Athletic.
Now through Saturday, Oct. 18,
Life Time will offer early-bird registration for “Spooktacular” priced
at $10 per member child and $20
per non member child. Beginning
Sunday, Oct. 19, registration will
increase to $15 per member child
and $25 per non-member child.
Day-of registration will be $20 per
member child and $30 per nonmember
child.
Each
“Spooktacular” ticket will admit
one child and one adult, with additional adult admission priced at $5
each. Interested participants may
register for this ghoulish good time
at the Member Services desk inside
Life Time Athletic Summerlin.
*****
COME AS YOU AREN’T TO
THE ANNUAL VEGAS
HALLOWEEN PARADE
Costumed characters of all ages
invited to show off on Oct. 31.
Calling the outrageous, the silly,
the scary. The 5th annual Las Vegas Halloween Parade returns to
Downtown Las Vegas on Friday,
Oct. 31 and is enlisting the help of
all Las Vegans to make 2014’s parade “spook-tacular.”
All costumed characters are invited to walk in the parade down
historic Fremont Street East.
The parade line-up begins at 4
p.m. on East Fremont and 13th St.
The Las Vegas Halloween Parade
begins promptly at 7 p.m. moving
West along Fremont Street East to
the after event, located at the end
of the parade route.
*****
ITALIAN SINGING
SENSATION LAURA PAUSINI
TO PERFORM AT PEARL
Internationally recognized Italian artist Laura Pausini brings The
Greatest Hits World Tour to the intimate Pearl Concert Theater inside
Palms Casino Resort on Oct. 19,

2014 at 8 p.m. Tickets start at $43,
plus any additional service fees.
Laura Pausini is the first Italian
artist ever to win an Icon Award for
her international career.
Doors at the Pearl will open at 7
p.m., show time is 8 p.m. The Pearl
Box Office is open daily from noon
until 7 p.m. with extended hours on
select event days. Follow The Pearl
on Twitter at @PearlatPalms for
concert announcements and event
information.
*****
ERASURE TO PERFORM
AT THE PEARL
English synth-pop duo Erasure
(Vince Clarke and Andy Bell) have
announced details of a brand new
album, The Violet Flame and a
worldwide tour of the same name,
which includes a stop at The Pearl
inside Palms Casino Resort on Halloween — Oct. 31, 2014 at 8 p.m.
Tickets start at $39, plus any additional service fees.
Doors at the Pearl will open at 7
p.m. and show time is 8 p.m. The
Pearl Box Office is open daily from
noon until 7 p.m. with extended
hours on select event days. Follow
The Pearl on Twitter at
@PearlatPalms for concert announcements and event information.
*****
THE IMPROV AT HARRAH’S:
OCT. 14 -19
The world-famous Improv at
Harrah’s Las Vegas is the longestrunning comedy club on the Las
Vegas Strip. The Improv’s ability to
showcase young comedians, as well
as bring in big names, has attributed to its longevity and success.
Each week, The Improv showcases some of the funniest and
freshest faces in comedy, creating
a show that is always unique and
definitely funny. The comedians
who will perform Oct. 14–Oct. 19
are:
Max
Alexander:
Max
Alexander was born on the East
Coast. He moved to Los Angeles in
his late twenties to pursue his love
for stand-up comedy. Alexander has
appeared on sitcoms and movies
working next to fellow comedians
such as Jim Carry, Steve Martin,
Jerry Seinfeld and Jason Siegle.
Since 2009, Alexander has been one
of the only comics to perform on
“The Tonight Show,” starring
Johnny Carson, Jay Leno and
Conan O’Brien.
Jim McCue: Annie Lederman
got her start as a stand-up comedian
on E!’s “Chelsea Lately,” where she
has appeared regularly since 2007.
Her original and honest humor
comes from her roots as a recovering alcoholic and former waitress.
Aside from her appearances on
“Chelsea Lately,” she has performed on Comedy Central’s “Live
at Gotham” and at “The American
Comedy Co.” in San Diego.
Jodi Borrello: Comedian Jodi
Borrello is known for her unique
style of comedy with a New Orleans touch. Her comedy material
is featured alongside some of the
greatest female comedian ins bestselling book “She’s So Funny.” Jodi
has also been active with writing for
programs on VH-1, and is a contributing writer for The Times Picayune. Jodi has opened for powerhouse comedian Dennis Miller, and
was chosen as one of New Orleans’
“30 People to Watch.”
Shows are at 8:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
Tickets are $29.05 or $44.95 (plus
applicable taxes and fees) for VIP
tickets that include special seating,
an Improv t-shirt and post-show
meet-and-greet with the comics.
Special two-for-one tickets are also
available for locals for the 10 p.m.
show. Tickets are available at
Harrah’s Box Office (702) 3695223
and
online
at
www.harrahslasvegas.com.
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Jerry Fink, email
him at jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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More than great food — the Hard
Rock Cafe is a virtual experience!
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Hard Rock Cafe
unless otherwise indicated
Can you imagine a MEGA-IPhone, one that encompasses an
entire wall? The Hard Rock Cafe,
on Las Vegas Boulevard, is ahead
of its time. The Hard Rock Cafe is
the FIRST business in the world to
provide Rock Wall Microsoft Surface Technology to their guests.
Hard Rock International collaborated with Duncan/ Channon
and Vertigo to create several custom applications for their guests to
be able to search for memorabilia
from any of their restaurants around
the world. The “larger-than-life” 18
foot wide by four foot tall interactive Rock Wall (tm) is the largest,
one-of- a- kind wall in existence.
When you walk into the
restaurant’s lobby at the hostesses’
station, you cannot miss the interactive wall. Yes, I said Wall. Just
walk up to the interactive Wall and
join the fun. It is a “free for all” with
everyone doing their own thing!
This multi- user “share the wall”
experience provides a quick way to
search for a showcase of rock history memorabilia by the name of the
celebrity, the concert, the memorabilia, listing the Hard Rock Cafe location, and under many other categories. It is so easy! Several people
can be enjoying the wall at the same
time.
Touch the screen, move the
memorabilia up, down, send it to
your friend on the left or right as it
seems to fly by on the screen past
all of the other people. You can expand one of the pictures or videos
by making it larger, smaller, or even
as large as the entire wall. It is a
screen where everything happens.
There are photos of handwritten
lyrics by John Lennon, Jami
Hendrix’s Flying-V guitar, classic
musical instruments, celebrities pictures, letters, concert tickets,
checks, stage costumes, platinum
and gold LP’s, and the excitement
of other historic rock ‘n’ roll

memorabilia.
More than just seeing the collection of one of the properties, this is
a virtual tour of all of Hard Rock’s
156 venues and memorabilia from
around the world. The Hard Rock
collection includes 70,000+ pieces
of memorabilia. The Wall is like a
“directory of history,” all here for
you to spend a few hours using this
multi-touch technology.
Greg Thomas, the General Manager, took us on a tour explaining
about their wondrous Wall and Surface Tables. I feel, “The technology
is absolutely amazing, where each
person can play or concentrate on
serious searching for their favorite
celebrities’ memorabilia simultaneously. Experience the memorabilia as you have never before,
close-up and in every detail. The

(Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

Hard Rock Cafe is always adding
new pieces playing with multiple
Microsoft Surface units scattered

across the reception area, bar, and
VIP lounge.”
And the multiple Microsoft Surface Tables, a dream come true for
guests of all ages, are programmed
with a choice of many different
games. If you like puzzles just touch
the screen to indicate the degree of
difficulty you wish. There is a great
concentration game, turn over cards
and try to match the pictures with
each other. It is harder than you
think!
Even when you sit down at one
of their large, comfortable booths,
try your own private interactive 19inch touch screen just for you and
your friends or family. Now you can
entertain yourselves while eating
delicious food.
Another one of the uniqueness
about the Hard Rock Cafe’s memorabilia, each piece is donated free
of charge by the celebrities because
they wanted to have them exhibited
for the public’s enjoyment and the
celebrities often visit the Café.
This exciting Hard Rock Cafe,
with all of Microsoft’s latest incred-

(Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

ible Rock Wall Surface Technology,
multiple surface tables, and other
interactive fun, is located on the Las
Vegas strip, at 3771 Las Vegas Boulevard South, on the same side of
the street as MGM Grand Hotel,
near Tropicana. The second Hard
Rock Cafe is inside the Hard Rock
Hotel, on Paradise Road.
*****
Award-winning
Sandy
Zimmerman is a syndicated columnist featuring Show and Dining reviews, travel, health, spas, luxury
and more. Sandy is talk show host
of the Las Vegas Today Show programs and Discover the Ultimate
Vacation travel specials. If you wish
information, have questions about
any of Sandy’s articles, call (702)
735-5974. SUGGESTIONS: Do
you have a favorite restaurant in
Las Vegas or around the world?
Please let us know and you may win
free show tickets or other prizes.
Send the name of the restaurant, the
reasons for your choice and your
telephone number. Information is
listed above.
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SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

What
Medicare decision time is
You Need now through December 7
To Know
By Dr Nina Radcliff

“Alex, I’ll go with Art
Forms for $1000”

By Dr. Nina
Question: Shedding tears of joy, the desire to rhythmically move your
body, and bringing people together are brought about by this art form.
Answer: What is music?
Music has the ability to describe places, people, movies, and feelings
in ways that words cannot fully capture. Scientifically speaking, music
has real, demonstrable effects on our brains — melodies and tunes can
increase Dopamine levels. What’s Dopamine? It’s the ‘happy’ chemical
that is released when you are exposed to something positive — it reinforces behaviors and encourages you to seek out more of whatever caused
the Dopamine release. Other examples of times when this chemical is
released in your brain include: when you eat foods you enjoy, see someone you love, or have sex. It is a chemical that acts on the reward system
in your brain, so clearly, as far as science is concerned, music is good for
you!
Research has even shown that listening to music can have positive
effects on the way you learn as well as your physical and mental health.
—Learning. Music has been shown to engage many of the same areas
of the brain that are involved in language processing, memory, and other
critical thinking skills that are necessary for academic success. One study
showed that students who participated in music programs scored 63 points
higher on the verbal and 44 points higher on the math sections of the
SATs compared to students with no music participation. So, maybe your
kid’s addiction to Spotify isn’t the worst thing after all!
—Heart healthy. Eating your vegetables and engaging in exercise are
not the only way you can keep your ticker ticking. Researchers have shown
that listening to music brings about a feeling of joy that is linked to the
dilation of blood vessels. This corresponds to a decrease in blood pressure and the amount of work that the heart must perform.
—Anxiety. Rhythms go back to the womb where babies hear their
mother’s heart beating and her lungs breathing. They are both natural and
life-sustaining sounds. In fact, pediatricians often recommend replicating these sounds to soothe a baby or get them to fall sleep. Thus, it is no
surprise that listening to and playing music decreases levels of cortisol —
a “fight or flight” stress hormone — even in adolescents and adults. This
introduces the potential to use music in situations where previously we
had to resort to drugs.
—Patient care. Hospitals and healthcare settings have begun to appreciate how music can be soothing to patients where they may feel they
have lost control from their external environment. It can create a calm,
personal atmosphere and block out some of the disturbances that surround them. One study showed that listening to music before surgery
may be more effective than drugs when it comes to reducing anxiety.
What’s the science behind this? Music may cause neurons in brain stem
— a primitive part of the brain — to sync with the beat. A slow beat leads
to relaxation.
—Exercise. Wanna run faster? Then put on your MP3 player. Music
has been shown to increase physical endurance by as much a 15 percent!
It helps decrease the perception of effort during exercise as well as increase energy efficiency. This may be due to the “feeling state” that music brings about. Even though you are working out at a very high intensity you are feeling more positive.
Does classical, hip-hop, country, or the blues work best? As a general
rule of thumb, if you want to relax, consider songs with slower tempo and
fewer key changes. If you are trying to increase your endurance during
exercise, consider a faster tempo to increase your stride. However, just
like some people prefer pizza to hamburgers, it depends on your individual preference and experience. If you grew up with rock ‘n’ roll you
may find it both relaxing as well as uplifting. Alternatively, certain songs
or genres may be associated with unpleasant experiences or memories
and fail to provide the benefits that have been discussed.
You do not have to be Beethoven or major in music to experience the
benefits of music. In addition to bringing about the same joys you feel
when you eat your favorite meal, music can help enhance building blocks
to learning, keep you calm, and improve your health. So, crank up your
speakers, and start rocking out to whatever tunes makes you smile today!
*****
Dr. Nina Radcliff is dedicated to her profession, her patients and her
community, at large. She is passionate about sharing truths for healthy,
balanced living as well as wise preventive health measures. She completed medical school and residency training at UCLA and has served on
the medical faculty at The University of Pennsylvania. She is a Board
Certified Anesthesiologist and a member of the American Society of Anesthesiologists where she serves on committees for Young Physicians and
Communications. Author of more than 200 textbook chapters, research
articles, medical opinions and reviews; she is often called upon by media
to speak on medical, fitness, nutrition, and healthy lifestyle topics impacting our lives, today.

Special to the Las Vegas Tribune
Each year at this time it’s on the
minds of most seniors and caretakers of older adults in the Las Vegas
area. It’s Medicare, and starting
October 15 and continuing through
December 7th, the annual open enrollment period for seniors to select
their benefits beginning in 2015 is
in effect.
Having a hard time understanding the budget debate about Medicare? Scare tactics aside, there are
more Medicare options today than
ever before and it’s important to
make the right decision about your
or your loved one’s medical care
benefits.
So how do you know where to
start?
“I tell my patients to bring in
their current Medicare benefit plan
so we can discuss what options they
may have for the coming benefit
year,” said Dr. Jae Choi of
CareMore Health System, a highly
regarded Medicare Advantage program that serves seniors and other

Medicare eligible consumers in the
Las Vegas area. “There is an overabundance of information available
to the public about Medicare options so you should sift through
what’s important for you to know
related to changes to your plan for
the coming year. Whether with your
current provider or another trusted
resource.”
For 2015, there are some
changes to the Medicare benefit
program, including improvements
resulting from healthcare reform.
IS THIS STILL ACCURATE?
Healthcare reform changes effective last year may reduce the price
of drugs for seniors with big drug
bills who fall into the “donut hole”
gap. Once drug expenses hit $2,970
insurance coverage ceases until a
person’s out-of-pocket expenses
reach $4,750. The healthcare reform law has been reducing the cost
of drugs inside the doughnut hole.
This year, consumers must pay 52.5
percent of the cost of branded drugs
and 79 percent of the cost of generic

drugs. These percentages will decline in future years under the law.
Because medication costs continue
to rise, it’s important to compare
your current Medicare benefits with
those of other plans, especially
Medicare Advantage Plans that offer additional benefits above those
of traditional Medicare plans. You
could potentially save a lot of
money in out of pocket costs.
“The best advice I can give my
patients is to do a comprehensive
needs assessment about their current health status and needs,” added
Dr. Choi. “I take the time to talk to
my older patients and their family
members to discuss the type of
medications, tests and other medical services that may be necessary
for the patient next year. Once we
get a handle on that, the patient can
make an informed decision about
what health plan options best suits
their needs. The good news is that
with many health plan options
available, seniors can find one that
perfectly suits their needs.”

By Donna Fuscaldo
FOXBusiness
Claiming your social security
benefits may seem like a straightforward thing. You reach your retirement age, you file and then
shortly thereafter you start getting
monthly checks, right?
Well, think again. With more
than 8,000 ways a married couple
can file for benefits, countless
people are leaving thousands of
dollars on the table because of
avoidable mistakes.
“Over 60 percent of American
households rely on social security
for more than 75 percent of their
income so getting it right is really
important for a lot of people,” says
Kelly O’Donnell, executive vice
president at Financial Engines, the
investment advisory company.
“The challenge is it’s not well understood for good reason. It’s very
complicated.”
From claiming too early to
thinking the money is tax-free,
here’s a look at five common snafus
people make when it comes to applying for their social security benefit.
Claiming Too Early
Most people will start collecting
their social security benefits as soon
as they reach their full retirement
age. But if they delay claiming their
benefits until they reach age 70 they
will see a 6 percent to 8 percent increase in the amount they get each
year, says O’Donnell. “The difference between claiming at age 62
and age 70 is about a 76 percent cumulative increase,” she says. “Even
delaying one, two or three years can
really make a difference.”
Letting Fear Drive Your
Claiming Strategy
The government shutdown of a
couple of years ago is fresh in the
minds of many people, including
those that are nearing retirement. As
a result, many people fear there will
be no money left even in a year or
two from now and start claiming
early. But according to David Richmond, founder of investment firm
Richmond Brothers, for people
older than 47 there is little to no
chance they won’t get their social
security benefits. “With any of the
published proposals (by politicians)
nobody touches social security before age 47,” says Richmond.
“Don’t let fear be a driver.”
Missing the Boat
On Spousal Benefits
It’s not surprising married
couples make mistakes when filing
for social security given there are
more than 8,000 combinations they
can use. Because of the sheer number, Richmond says married
couples should either consult a financial advisor well-versed in social security or do their homework

on their own before deciding how
to claim.
The government has a ton of resources online to get information
on claiming strategies. You can also
call your local social security office to get answers. O’Donnell says
one strategy that will protect the
survivor in a marriage is to have
the lower earner claim early and
have the higher earner delay for as
long as possible.
The lower earner’s monthly
checks can be used to supplement
their income while the higher
earner’s benefits are delayed to get
the maximum amount. “Once you
reach 60 or 65 in general one
spouse outlives the other by eleven
years,” she says. “That’s why the
survivor benefit is really important.”
Divorcees Don’t Apply For
Their Ex-Spouses Benefit
Divorcees may not realize it, but
they may be eligible for the benefits of their ex-spouse, which
could boost their monthly income.
According to O’Donnell you had
to be married for at least ten years
before the divorce and you can’t be

remarried. In order to receive the
benefit the amount you would get
on your own has to be less than
what you can get from your ex. “It’s
a little known fact that a lot of
people are thrilled to hear,” she
says. “They are treated as almost a
married couple.”
Thinking Your Social
Security Benefit Is Tax-Free
Listen to most politicians, particularly around election time, and
you are sure to hear them talk about
social security as a tax-free benefit.
Yes you don’t have to pay taxes on
it but it does get added to your income so either way Uncle Sam is
getting paid.
According to Richmond many
people will think they are getting
$20,000 a year in social security
benefits when they are actually getting what’s left over after the
$20,000 is taxed. You can choose
to pay taxes on your benefits each
month, but either way you need to
consider taxes as part of income.
“The higher adjusted gross income
the more you pay,” says Richmond.
“Adjusted gross income management is a really important thing.”

Five Costly Social Security Mistakes

Speak Up!

If you have something
to say... say it on your
own radio show.
RadioTribune still
has one hour of
airtime available.
For more information,
call (702) 699-8100

lasvegasprintingcenter@gmail.com
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(Left photo) Hotel Interlaken and park (present time) and an early photo of the Hotel Interlaken. (Photos by the Hotel Interlaken)

Hotel Interlaken, a hotel of another era

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
and Hotel Interlaken
The Hotel Interlaken is the oldest hotel in the village yet its old
world charm still beckons tourists.
Georges Beutler, Director of the
Hotel Interlaken, explained, “The
Hotel Interlaken has a long tradition dating back to 1323, the early
Middle Ages. We recently refurbished and updated its infrastructure. There has been a mixture of
architecture styles which have
grown and developed over the centuries, antique styles mixed with
modern interiors. With 61 rooms,
our four-star hotel has hotel rooms
and suites or family rooms with several beds. Many hotel’s were built
in the 19th century between 1850
and 1910 which brought a lot of
upper-class customers to Switzerland. Two famous visitors to the
Hotel Interlaken were composer
Felix Mendelssohn and Lord
Byron. We have a Lord Byron Junior suite and Felix Mendelssohn
Room.”
In front of the hotel, a Japanese

garden beckons guests to relax at
its lake which is filled with Koi fish.
Guests have a lake or mountain
view from their room’s balconies.”
When you open the door to the
hotel room, the wall pictures depict
scenes from the early years of
Interlaken.
Guests enjoy a flat screen
televion with connections for international television programs, a direct dial telephone and internet access.
Guests receive a complimentary
all-you-can-eat breakfast and what
a breakfast! It is not just bacon and
eggs but a hot, cold and international breakfast.
They serve two types of yogurt,
fresh fruit salad, several sliced cold
meats and fresh fruit.
This is your chance to taste their
special selections of Greyerzer,
Brie and Edamer Cheeses.
Breakfasts also include hard
boiled and scrambled eggs, baked
beans, chicken sausage, bacon, rice
and four cereals.
They offer pretzel and three
other loafs of bread as well as
rolls, croissants and even five

All-You-Can-Eat Breakfast Buffet. (Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

Junior Suite — Antique (Photo by Hotel Interlaken)

Parts of the lobby still have walls from the original building. (Photo by Sandy Zimmerman)

Alphorn band (Photo by Hotel Interlaken)

different jams.”
Georges feels, “Breakfast is very
important in Switzerland and cen-

tral Europe. International guests
from around the world don’t want
just breads. You have to strengthen
yourself and eat a good breakfast
to have a good day.”
The Hotel Interlaken has a bar,
restaurant, outdoor terrace dining,
business center, banquet and meeting room.
While walking around the lobby,
you can see some of the walls from
the original building.
The Hotel Interlaken is across
from the railroad trains as well as
close to restaurants and shops.
Watch the Para gliders jump
from the top of the mountains to
land in the nearby field. They have
20,000 flights a year.
For information, see their
websites: www.interlaken.ch;
w w w. m y s w i t z e r l a n d . c o m ;
www.SwissTravelSystem.com; and
www.hotelinterlaken.ch
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